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1. INTRODUCTION

Combustion instability in a ramjet engine is an extremely complex phenomenon involv-
ing nonlinear interactions among acoustic waves, vortex motion and unsteady heat release.
Typically, the instability manifests itself as a large-amplitude pressure oscillation in the low-
frequency range (100-800 Hz) and is very difficult to control. When the amplitude of the pres-
sure oscillation reaches some critical limit, it can cause structural damage due to fatigue or
can cause an engine "unstart," which occurs when the shock in the inlet duct is expelled to
form a bow shock ahead of the inlet. This phenomenon of engine unstart is one of the most
serious technical problems encountered in developing an operational ramjet engine.

In recent years, both experimental (e.g., Schadow et al., 1989; Smith and Zukoski, 1985;
Hedge et al., 1987) and numerical (e.g., Menon and Jou, 1990, 1991; Jou and Menon, 1990)
investigations have been conducted to determine the mechanism of the combustion instabil-
ity. Attempts to control combustion instability using both passive and active control tech-
niques have also been carried out in the past (Culick, 1989). Passive control methods that
typically involve structural (i.e., geometrical) modifications have proven insufficient for con-
trolling the low-frequency instability. Recent experimental studies (e.g., Langhorne and
Hooper, 1989; Schadow et al., 1990; Gutmark et al., 1990) suggest that active control tech-
niques may be more effective in controlling the combustion instability in a ramjet. In parallel
to the experimental studies, a numerical study of active control methods was carried out in
this project. Earlier, the result of numerical studies of active control using acoustic feedback
techniques was reported (Menon, 1990, 1991) and it was shown that combustion instability
can be successfully controlled using such techniques provided certain feedback criteria are
satisfied. Although, the results are in good agreement with experimental observations, it is
well known that in realistic ramjet combustors, acoustic feedback control using loudspeakers
as the controller may not be practical due to the prevailant hostile (hot) environment in the
combustor. A numerical study of another type of active control technique which uses secon-
dary injection of the premixed fuel as the controller was also carried out. Such a technique
has been shown experimentally to be a more practical and effective control system (e.g.,
Langhorne and Hooper, 1989).

In this report, the results of the simulations carried out over the two-year period (May
1990 - May 1992) are summarized. For completeness, the papers that were written using the
results of the study (Menon, 1990, 1991, 1992a, 1992b) are included in Appendix A.

2. THE SIMULATION MODEL

The simulation model used in this study was developed through a series of numerical
experiments starting with cold flow studies (Menon and Jou, 1987, 1990; Jou and Menon,
1987, 1990) and culminating in the simulation of combustion instability (Menon and Jou,
1991). The equations are the full compressible Navier-Stokes equations formulated in the
axisymmetric coordinate system. The original numerical technique is an unsplit second-
order-accurate, finite-volume scheme based on MacCormack's method, it has been described
elsewhere (Menon and Jou, 1987, 1990). In the present study, a fourth-order-accurate spatial
differencing scheme has been used for most of the simulations. The modeled ramjet combus-
tor consists of an axisymmetric inlet duct connected to an axisymmetric dump combustor by a
sudden expansion. A convergent-divergent nozzle is attached downstream of the combustor.
This configuration is similar to an experimental test rig currently being used for active control
studies at the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, except that, in the simulations, a
convergent-divergent nozzle is attached downstream of the combustor. This is more
representative of a real operating ramjet configuration. The flow through this nozzle is
choked, and the outflow at the downstream computational boundary is supersonic.
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2.1. The Combustion Model

In premixed combustion, the amount of heat release per unit area of flame is determined
by the local flame speed and by the specific chemical energy available in the fuel. If a finite-
rate chemical mechanism for premixed combustion is employed in an LES, the numerical
simulation must implicitly compute the local flame speed. Unfortunately, this is difficult to
achieve in practice. The flame speed depends upon the dissipation mechanism and therefore,
the internal structure of the flame sheet. Because the number of grid points are limited in
LES, the flame sheet cannot be resolved adequately. Also, all numerical schemes involve
some form of artificial dissipation, either explicitly added to stabilize the computations or
implicitly present due to the differencing algorithm. As a result, the computed flame struc-
ture will be numerically diffused and the temporal-spatial distribution of the heat release
could be overwhelmed by numerical diffusion.

The problems associated with employing a classical finite-rate model can be circum-
vented by using a thin flame model. In this approach, the flame thickness is considered small
compared to the smallest turbulent length scale (i.e., the Kolmogorov scale), and if the changes
in the reaction-diffusion structure due to turbulent straining are also small, then the reaction
zone can be considered to be asymptotically thin. Within the thin flame approximation, a model
equation for premixed combustion is considered in which the local flame speed explicitly
appears. If the local flame speed t, is known, a progress variable G can be defined that is
governed by the equation (Kerstein et al., 1988; Menon and Jou, 1991):

aP' + _L = -P UFt IVG I (1)

where p is the density and ui is the fluid velocity. Equation (1) describes the convection of the
flame by the local fluid velocity and the flame propagation into the unburnt mixture through a
Huygens type mechanism, UF I VG I. Here, by definition, G = 1 corresponds to the premixed
fuel state, G = 0 corresponds to the fully burnt state and the flame is located at a prescribed
G = G0 level surface, where, 0<G. <1. For laminar premixed combustion, the local flame speed
Up is the laminar flame speed SL which contains the information on the chemical kinetics and the
molecular dissipation. When Equation (1) is applied to turbulent flows, the local flame speed up
is taken to be the local turbulent flame speed UT, where UT is a prescribed function of local tur-
bulence intensity u' and the laminar flame speed SL (here treated as a constant chemical pro-
perty, though in reality it is sensitive to the strain field affecting the flame). The implementation
of the thin flame model as a part of the LES transport equations therefore explicitly requires the
specification of the subgrid turbulent kinetic energy to determine the turbulent flame speed.
This is accomplished in the present study by explicitly computing the subgrid turbulent kinetic
energy as described in Section 2.2. The next issue that must be addressed is the determination of
the functional relation: UT = UT(SL,U'). It appears that a general functional relationship
between the turbulent flame speed, the laminar flame speed and the turbulence intensity which is
valid for all types of fuel and flow conditions is difficult to develop. Yakhot (1988) used renor-
malization theory to develop a relation of the form Ur/SL - exp(u'2/uT 2) which reduces to the
linear scaling, urSL = (1 + uiiSL) when u St >> 1 limit, and to the Clavin-Williams relation
UT/SL 2 (1 + (U •.S ), where p - 2 when U/SL < limit. He also showed that, at least for high
u/Si cases, this expression shows good agreement with experimental data. However, recently,
Kerstein and Ashurst (1992) showed that for low U0S5, the Clavin-Williams expression maybe
incorrect and proposed a scaling with p - 43. In the present study, both Yakhot's expression
and the more simplified approximations (linear scaling, i.e., p - I for uISL > 1 and the modified
Clavin-Williams relation, i.e., p - 4-3 for u SL < 1) were investigated. Yakhot's relation is a
nonlinear equation that requires iteration at every grid point and at every time step to determine
the turbulent flame speed. This is computationally very expensive and therefore, to reduce com-
putational effort, an approach is being implemented in which a look-up table of Ur - ur(SL, u')
is first generated and then the turbulent flame speed is determined by using interpolation rou-
tines. However, since this approach is still under development, so far, the more simpler
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relations described above have been used to determine the turbulent flame speed.

In addition to the specification of the turbulent flame speed, the effect of heat release
must be included to couple the effect of combustion with the large-scale transport. The chem-
ical energy of the mixture is included in the formulation by specifying the specific enthalpy h
of the mixture in the energy equation as h CpT + h1G. Here, h, is the heat of formation
of the premixed fuel, C, is the specific heat of the mixture at constant pressure, and T is the
temperature. The heat of formation of the fuel determines the amount of heat released during
combustion and thus is a function of the equivalence ratio for a given fuel. The product tem-
perature Tp can be estimated for a given heat of formation by the relation hf = C, (TP - TO,
where Tf, is the fuel temperature at the inlet. In the simulations, the combustion product
temperature is initially specified, and the heat of formation is determined from the above
noted expression for h1 .

2.2. The Subgrld Model
In a practical ramjet device, the Reynolds number of the flow is extremely high. A LES

of such a flow requires a validated subgrid model. Subgrid models for compressible flows
have just begun to be investigated (e.g., Speziale et al., 1987, Squires and Zeeman 1990). At
present, it is not clear what is an appropriate subgrid model for flows such as those in a ram-
jet combustor. The earlier simulations (Menon and Jou, 1991) with the short inlet duct length
were carried out using a constant eddy viscosity model and a constant turbulent flame speed
for flows in a moderate Reynolds number range. Some important physical properties, such as
the spatial nonuniformity of subgrid turbulence and its effect on the local flame speed and the
amount of heat release, were not included in this approach. However, as shown earlier
(Menon and Jou, 1991), the major qualitative interactions between the large-scale vortex struc-
tures and the combustion heat release could be captured by the constant flame spzed model.
In the present study, the effect of nonuniform subgrid turbulence on the turbulent flame
speed and on combustion instability has been included by using a subgrid model for turbulent
kinetic energy and then determining the turbulent flame speed based on the scaling relation-
ships described in Secfion 2.1. The subgrid model used for this study is described in this sec-
tion.

Recently, Zeeman (1990) has proposed a model for the subgrid eddy viscosity which
requires the determination of the subgrid turbulent kinetic energy. He employed concepts
from the traditional Reynolds-averaged second-order closure approach to derive this model
and showed that this eddy viscosity model reduces to the Smagorinsky's model in the
incompressible limit. Although this model has been tested only for simple problems, such as
decaying, compressible homogeneous turbulence (Squires and Zeeman, 1990), the relevant
feature of this model is that the subgrid kinetic energy is computed in terms of the resolved
fields to determine the subgrid eddy viscosity. Since, the subgrid kinetic energy distribution
is essential for the specification of the turbulent flame speed, this model has been imple-
mented to determine its applicability for LES of reacting flow fields.

The formulation begins by considering a one-equation model for the subgrid turbulent
kinetic energy, and then neglecting the convective term DkUNt by using inertial range scaling
to show that the convective term is much smaller than the source terms of this k-transport
equation. Without going into the details of this formulation (Squires and Zeeman, 1990) a
final expression for the subgrid kinetic energy is obtained as:

S•2CA'l'qI2+CA21!-IVT ±-.2 (2)PTPr, 3 a (2

Here, A is the characteristic filter size, ui, p, p and T are, respectively, the Favre-filtered
(Elebacher et al., 1968) large-scale (resolved) velocity, density, pressure and temperature, and

k -e (us is the subgrid turulv ent kinetic energy. Also, ad + is thesta
tensor in terms of the resolved velocity field. The constants C and k are chosen for the
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present study to be 0.05 and 0.8, respectively.
The subgrid eddy viscosity vi is related to the subgrid kinetic energy by the expression:

I_
v, - C k 2A Once k is known, the subgrid turbulence intensity u' (u' - V2) and the tur-
bulent flame speed UF can be determined. This model is also used to determine the turbulent
subgrid fluxes appearing in the momentum equations. Thus, the subgrid stresses in the
momentum transport, Ti= p(ujuj - ujuj) Oui u1 is given as

Ty. - L TiO. , i= -2pvt '1 (3)

Closure of the subgrid terms appearing in the energy transport is also accomplished using the
eddy _viscosity model.- The typical term that needs to be modeled is:
q1  = pc.(T ui - T u) = pc T ui. This term is modeled as

-__r (4)

"pC, T ui 8T (4)

where, cij is determined from the relation:

S- W '- - q (5)

Some modifications are required to implement this model in axisymmetric flows and in
flows with complex geometries. To include the effect of walls, an additional correction has
been used to ensure that the subgrid stress variation is modeled correctly near the wall. Here,
the wall damping model of Piomelli et al. (1988) is used to redefine the filter width as
A = As[1 - exp(-y+3/A+3)] where A. is the characteristic grid size, y÷ + yu,/v is the distance
from the wall in wall units and A+ - 25. With this definition, the subgrid stress Ty varies as
y+3 near the wall.

A major issue for LES of complex flows is whether the primary assumption that the
subgrid scales are primarily dissipative (and contain negligible kinetic energy) is valid. Past
direct numerical simulations of relabvely simpler flows (e.g., Piomelli et al., 1990) have
demonstrated that the unresolved scales can contain significant kinetic energy and thus the
phenomena of backscatter (transfer of energy from the small scales to the large scales) will
have to be take into account. Thus, in general, equation (4) will not correctly reflect the pro-
cess of energy transfer at the filter cutoff. A stochastic backscatter model was recently
developed by Chasnov (1991) for application as a subgrid model. However, this model was
developed in the spectral space and, as such, is not practical for application to complex flows
and to complex geometries. Here, we consider an approach in the physical space that con-
tains the elements of the model developed by Chasnov in the spectral space. A backscatter
model was also recently shown by Leith (1990). By carrying out a simple phenomenological
analysis, a similar model has been developed that uses the results of the study by Chasnov.
The basic properties that are used to derive the backscatter model are: (1) forward scatter
and backscatter are modeled by two distinctly different mechanisms, (2) forward scatter is
modeled by an eddy damping term as in the spectral formulation (results in an expression
similar to equation 3), (3) backscatter is modeled by a random force (as in the spectral formu-
lation) which satisfies certain constraints (it is uncorrelated in time with a zero mean, and, to
ensure that It adds a finite amount of energy to the turbulence, the force is proportional to
As-u). These properties are discussed in more details by Qasnov (1991).

Thus, the total subgrid eddy viscosity is a sum of two terms: an eddy damping term v,
and a random "jdifsion" term such that: ,r(F, t) - v,(i, 0) - F,(x, 0), where vT is the
total subgrlid eddy viscosity and F,(i, t) is the random diffusion term. The model of the
anisotropic part of the subgld Reynolds-stress term is then written as
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7.8 .. I .hkS a -2pv.Sq, + PfrS,, (6)

The eddy damping term v, is chosen to be the same as the original forward scatter eddy
viscosity, vi, given above. The backscatter contribution to the subgrid stress is determined by
using the points noted above and by using simple dimensional analysis. Without going into
details (Menon, 1991b) the random diffusion term is given as:

a 2
F, Sij a Cas rand s7 - 1 S1# (7)

where I I a S9S/ I , rand is a random number with zero mean and unit variance and
CBS is a constant of 0(1) taken here to be 0.1. On using equations (3) and (7) in equation (6),
the final expression for the two-term subgrid model is

1 , 3 2"rA*8 -2pv,Sq + CBS p rand V." 1 S 1 (8)

3. RESULTS OF THE STUDY

This research program has made significant advances towards accomplishing the
research goals and objectives. The simulation model has been further extended for general
applications, the axisymmetric code has been implemented on a massively parallel processor
and studies of two active control techniques have been carried out. In the following, the vari-
ous accomplishments so far in this research study are briefly described in separate subsec-
tions.

3.1. Further Development of the Simulation Model
The simplifying assumptions used for the earlier combustion instability simulations have

now been removed. For example, the earlier model employed a second-order-accurate
numerical scheme with a constant eddy-viscosity subgrid model. The turbulent flame speed
used for the combustion simulations was also assumed to be a constant. The numerical
scheme is now fourth-order-accurate in space and a new subgrid model that explicitly com-
putes the subgrid kinetic energy has been successfully implemented (see section 2.0 and
Menon, 1992b, for more details). The inclusion of a more general subgrid model allows simu-
lations with coarser grids and at higher Reynolds number. Simulations of flows at high Rey-
nolds number are essential to model realistic combustor flows. The new subgrid model also
allows the proper closure of the subgrid Reynolds stresses and heat flux terms (which were
assumed to be constants earlier). The spatial accuracy has been increased to ensure that the
reduction of the grid resolution does not effect the computed physics of the flow field. Prel-
iminary validation of the new simulation model has been completed (Menon, 1992b) and the
results show that the current approach is capturing features of combustion instability seen in
recent NWC experiments. Further validation studies are currently being carried out.

With the subgrid kinetic energy known, a more general expression of the turbulent
flame speed (in terms of the laminar flame speed and subgrid turbulence intensity) is now
being used for all simulations. Thus, the current simulation model allows the inclusion of the
effects of nonuniform turbulent flame speed on combustion instability and control. Some of
these simulations are discussed in Menon (1992a). It was found that for a long inlet duct con-
figuration (this is a configuration similar to a NWC test-rig), the inlet duct acoustics controls
the dominant mode of the pressure oscillation. It was also shown that when the inlet flow
speed was changed the frequency of the pressure oscillation is effected indicating that in
some cases, in addition to the inlet duct acoustics, a convective mode (i.e. a coupled
acoustic-vortex mode) may play a role in exciting combustion instability. This is exactly what
has been observed in many experiments, at NWC and at UC Berkeley.

. .... ....
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3.2. Development of a Massively Parallel LES Code
Another major development task accomplished during this research year was the imple-

mentation of the simulation code on a massively parallel processor (the iPSC/860) at NASA
Ames. This task was not in the original work plan; however, it was considered worthwhile
since processing capability of supercomputers such as the Cray is not increasing and thus, full
3D LES on these machines will be very expensive. On the other hand, the scalable nature of
the massively parallel processors provides a capability that may be more efficient for detailed
3D LES in the near future. To evaluate these types of machines, the axisymmetric LES code
was successfully implemented on the iPSC/860 and preliminary simulations have been com-
pleted. The results of these tests suggests that the current code executes with nearly the
same speed on a 32-processor iPSC/860 as on a single Cray-YMP processor. We are currently
carrying out combustion instability simulations to evaluate the performance of the new code
and to obtain data for analysis. Some results of this study will be reported soon (Menon and
Weeratunga, 1992; Weeratunga and Menon, 1992).

3.3. Acoustic Feedback Control of Combustion Instability

Simulations of combustion instability in the ramjet were carried out earlier using the
simplified subgrid and combustion models (Menon and Jou, 1991). These simulations showed
that two types of instability processes can occur. The first type (Type I) is characterized by a
small-amplitude high-frequency pressure oscillation, and the second type (Type H) involves a
large-amplitude low-frequency pressure oscillation. Both types of combustion instabilities
have been experimentally observed at NWC and CalTech. Furthermore, many of the numeri-
cally computed features, such as the levels of pressure fluctuation, the phase relation between
velocity and pressure fluctuations, and the structure of the flame, were qualitatively similar to
experimental observations.

Using the stored data for these simulations, an investigation of acoustic feedback control
technique was carried out. The experimental control system, which consists of a sensor
(microphone), a phase shifter, an amplifier and a control driver (loudspeaker), was numeri-
cally modeled. A time-delay controller which is a more general implementation of the phase-
shift controller was used for the simulations. It was shown that the control of both Type I
and Type IH instabilities in the ramjet can be successfully accomplished using this dosed-loop
system. A significant decrease in the pressure fluctuation levels occurs when the control is
used. It was shown that with active acoustic feedback control, the pressure oscillation level
can be brought down to the level seen in cold flows. It was also shown that the instability
returns to its original form when the control is turned off.

The control also appeared to be effective for different values of time-delays between the
sensor and the control signals, indicating that this is not an "anti-sound" approach (which
would require a specific phast relation between the sensor and control signals). The success
of different time-delays in suppressing the instability was similar to the observations made at
NWC using different phase shifts. The results also showed that not all time-delays will pro-
vide control. This is again similar to the observations made in the experiments. By careful
parametric analysis of the numerical simulations, a criterion for achieving control using acoustic
feedback was determined. It was shown that as long as the cross-correlation between the sensor(microphone) and driver (loudspeaker) signals remained negative, the control technique will
succeed and when the cross-correlation becomes positive, the control will fail. The results of the
acoustic feedback control studies were described in a series of papers (Menon, 1990; Menon,
1991 and Menon, 1992a) which are included in Appendix A.

3.4. Seconday Fuel Injection Control of Combustion Instability
Another active control strategy that is being studied is the introduction of additional

premixed fuel at some chosen location. Earlier experiments have shown that this approach is
quite effective in suppressing combustion instability and may in fact result in an increase in
thrust. Also, such a controller is probably more practical for realistic combustors since,
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acoustic drivers may not survive in hot environments. Only simplified control systems have
been investigated so far to first understand the behavior of the instability when additional
heat release occurs. These controllers employed steady injection, pulsed injection or injection
with a fixed time-delay. These controllers can be considered simplification of a general con-
troller (which employs a dynamically varying time-delay) that is now being investigated.

The location used for injecting the secondary fuel is in the inlet upstream of the dump
plane. This is similar to the approach taken in earlier experiments at Cambridge University.
It is also somewhat similar to the NWC fuel modulation approach since one of the effects of
secondary fuel injection in the inlet is a modification of the inlet duct boundary layer. The
net effect of this approach is a modification of the total mass flow rate of the fuel into the
combustor and thus a modification of the associated heat release. The results of these studies
are described in a series, of papers (Menon, 1991, 1992b, 1992c).

The secondary fuel injection control technique resulted in some interesting behavior that
gives a physical insight into the mechanism of the instability and the effect of secondary heat
release. In the short inlet configuration studied earlier (using the constant flame speed
model), it was found that when the control is only partially effective, although the amplitude
is reduced, the source of the oscillation is uneffected but when the control is very effective,
not only the amplitude is reduced drastically, the source of the oscillation also is changed.

When secondary fuel injection control technique was used in the long inlet configura-
tion, two important behavior was uncovered. In the case when the inlet duct acoustics was
controlling the instability, the control results in reduction of the pressure fluctuation level
from the original 30 percent to around 15 percent, but the frequency remained uneffected.
This showed that inlet acoustics is still driving the instability. In the case when a convective
mode of oscillation was occuring, the injection control again reduced the pressure level from
the original 30 percent to 15 percent, but now, two new low frequencies appears in the oscil-
lation. It appears from the preliminary analysis that the lower new frequency is related to the
convective component while the higher one was again the inlet duct acoustic mode.

The behavior of the instability seen in these simulations are in remarkable agreement
with recent observations at NWC. For example, in their recent study, when one mode was
controlled additional modes of oscillation was excited. Control of both modes of oscillation
appears to require a dual-mode controller. We are also now investigating a dual-mode,
dynamically adjusting controller for our simulations so that when a new mode of oscillation
appears the controller will automatically adjust for the change. The results of these studies
will be reported in the future.

4. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ACCOMPUSHMENTS
The development of a numerical simulation tool to study complex and realistic

phenomena such as combustion instability in a ramjet is a major accomplishment in computa-
tional research. The development of a massively parallel LES code is also a major develop-
ment in CFD since, so far, no one has yet addressed the potential of parallel computing for
unsteady combustion. Results obtained so far indicate that active control techniques can be
studied using such a simulation code. The study of acoustic feedback control has resulted in
the determination of a criterion that can be used to judge whether control will work or not. If
further experiments of acoustic feedback control are planned it would be worthwhile to find
out if this criteria can be used to develop an automatic controller that would work for a wide
range of operating conditions. The secondary fuel injection control approach will be the
major focus of the next year study. The results obtained so far has dearly shown that many
of the important features of the instability seen in the experiments have been captured in the
simulation. The effect of control is also quite similar to that seen in the experiments. Further
research using theoretical considerations are planned to provide some insight into the details
of the instability process and its control that cannot be determined experimentally.
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S. WORK PLAN FOR THE NEXT TWO YEARS

The research will be continued for the next two years at Georgia Tech, where the princi-
pal investigator is becoming an Associate Professor. There are three major objectives for the
rest of this program:

[1] Use theoretical considerations to analyse the simulation data to determine a fuel injec-
tion controller

[2] Simulation and Active Control Studies on the iPSC/860

[31 Full Three-Dimensional Simulations of Combustion Instability and Active Control

[(] Use theoretical considerations to analyse the simulation data to determine a fuel injection con-
troller

Since it is computationally expensive to carry out a series of simulations to train a con-
troller (as done experimentally), it is planned to address the active control techniques from a
theoretical standpoint. Some work in that direction has already started (Menon and Yang,
1993). In this approach, the simulated instability signals will be used in a theoretical model
for combustion instability developed by Vigor Yang to determine the stability margin required
for controller. The theoretically derived controller will then be used in the simulation. Since
the theory neglects some important nonlinear features, further finetuning will be required;
however, it is hoped that only a few training simulations will be required to develop a robust
controller. If this approach succeeds, then a strong theoretical/numerical capability would
become available that could be used for active control studies.

(2) Simulation and Active Control Studies on the iPSCI860

Since the current code is operational on the iPSC/860, most of the next two years
axisymmetric simulations are planned on the parallel machine. Further development of the
LES model to account for flame curvature and local extinction will be incorporated and tested
on the Cray, and then ported on to the iPSC/860.

(3) Full Three-Dimensional Simulations of Combustion Instability and Active Control The full 3D
code is now ready and we have received sufficient time on the Cray-YMP to carry out a lim-
ited number for full 3D simulations. The goal of this study is to evaluate the importance of
three- dimensionality on the evolution of the coherent structures and on the combustion insta-
bility. Since the computational cost of 3D LES is quite extensive, active control studies will be
considered only after the controller has been successfuly demonstrated on the axisymmetric
code and only if sufficient computer time is available. From practical standpoint, full 3D LES
may be more economically feasible on the iPSC/860; however, porting the 3D code on to the
parallel machine will require a major effort and will have to wait availability of further
resources.
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ABSTRACT

A large-eddy simulation model has been developed to study combustion instability in a ramjet

combustor. A thin-flame model for premixed combustion is employed in the numerical scheme, which

explicitly uses the local turbulent flame speed in the governing equation. Combustion instability in

the ramjet has been numerically simulated. Two types of instability are observed: a small-amplitude,

high-frequency instability and a large-amplitude, low-frequency instability. Both such instabilities

have been experimentally observed, and various computed flow features are in good qualitative agree-

ment with experimental observations. The information obtained from these simulations has been used

to develop an active control strategy to suppress the instability. Control of both types of combustion

instability was successfully achieved using the acoustic feedback technique, and the control could be

used to turn the instability on and off. The control is effective over a range of time delays, and the

pressure fluctuation levels in the combustor are significantly reduced when active control is used.

1. INTRODUCTION

Combustion instability in a ramjet engine is an extremely complex phenomenon involving non-

linear interactions among acoustic waves, vortex motion, and unsteady heat release. Typically, the

instability manifests ilf as a lare-amplitude presure oscillation in the low-frequency range (100-

1000 Hz). This instability is related to lonitudinal acoustic waves and is the most difficult to control.

When the amplitude of the pressure oscillation reaches some critical limit, It can result in system

failure, either by causing structural damnge due to fatigue or by causing an engine unstart," which

occurs when the shock in the inlet duct cam no oner be stabilized downstream of the choked inlet
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throat and is expelled to form a bow shock ahead of the inlet. This phenomenon of engine unstart is a

serious technical problem encountered in a ramjet engine. In recent years, both experimental (e.g.,

Schadow ct al., 19g7, 1990; Gutmark et a&L 1989, 1990, Smith and Zukoski, 1985; Sterling and

Zukoski, 1987;,Hedge et al, 1987) and numerical (e.g., Menon and iou, 1987, 1990, 1991; Jou and

Menon, 1987, 1990; Kailasanath et al., 1989) investigations have been carried out to determine the

mechanism of the combustion instability. Attempts to control combustion instability using both pas-

sive and active control techniques have also been carried out in the past (see Culick, 1989, for a

review). Passive control methods that typically involve structural (i.e., geometrical) modifications

have proven insufficient for controlling the low-frequency instability. Recent experimental studies

(e&g, Poinsot et al., 1987; Langhorne t al., 1990; Schadow et a1., 1990; Gutmark et al., 1990) suggest

that the use of active control techniques may be a more effective approach for controlling the combus-

tion instability in a ramijet. This paper discusses a study of active control techniques using large-eddy

simulations (LES).

2. THE SIMULATION MODEL

The simulation model used in this study was developed through a series of numerical experiments

starting with cold flow studies (Menon and Jou, 1987, 1990; Jou and Menon, 1987, 1990) and cul-

minating in the simulation of combustion instability (Menon and Jou, 1991). The equations solved in

this model are the full compressible Navier-Stokes equations formulated in an axisymmetric coordi-

nate system. The numerical technique is an unsplit, second-order-accurate, finite-volume scheme

based on MacCormack's method and is described elsewhere (Mcnon and Jou, 1987, 1990). The ram-

jet combustor modeled in these studies consists of an axisymmetric inlet duct connected to an axisym-

metric dump combustor by a sudden expansion. A convergent-divergent nozzl, "s attached down-

stream of the combustor. Figure Ia shows the typical ramjet configulation used in these studies.

2.1 Te Nuamerkal Model

The details of the numerical model and the validation studies have been described elsewhere

(Menon and Jou, 1987, 1990, Jou and Menon, 1987, 1990) and will not be repeated here. However,

some pertinent Issues related to the Implementation of the numerical boundary conditions are

reviewed here.
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For the spatially developing flow Problem studied here, te inflow and outflow boundaries are

computation boundaries. The implementaton of prope inflow/outflow conditions is very important

to ensm dot no spurious (numerical) acoustic waves ae generated. The ramjet is modeled here with

a convergent-divergent nozzle attached downstream of the combustor, as in a red operating ramjet

engine. The flow through this nozzle is choked, and the outflow at the downstream computational

boundary is supersonic. Since at a supersonic outflow all characuratic waves (i.e, the acoustic waves.

the entropy wave, and the vorticity wave) are outgoing, the imposed boundary conditions will not

affect the interior flow field.

For the ramjet configuration shown in Figure la, subsonic inflow conditions are employed. These

inflow conditions are similar to the conditions used in some of the experiments (elg, Gutmark et al.,

1989). Numerically, at the subsonic inflow three boundary conditions (the stagnation pressure, the

stagnation temperature, and the local flow inclination) are specified corresponding to the three incom-

ing characteristics (i.e., the vorticity wave, the entropy wave, and the right-running acoustic wave).

The characteristic variable carried by the outgoing acoustic wave is determined by solving the per-

tinent decoupled interior characteristic equation. The application of these boundary conditions

implies a certain "impedance' condition. Earlier, the characteristics of the current impedance condi-

tion were examined by a linearized analysis, and the condition was proven to be of the damping type.

Thus, pressure disturbances reaching the inflow boundary will not be amplified.

In a realistic ramjet combustor, the upstream impedance condition is provided by the inlet shock,

which under stable conditions resides downstream of the inlet throat. Thus, to simulate flow in a real-

istic ramjet combustor, the inlet nozzle must be included in the computational domain. Figure lb

shows a full ramjet configuration with a 320x64 grid distribution (only every other grid line is shown),

which was used to discretize the computational domain. In such a ramjet geometry, the inflow is

supersonic and all characteristics ae incoming. Thus, all conditions can be specifid. The supersonic

inflow slows to a sonic condition (chokes) at the inlet throat and becomes supersonic again for a short

distance downstream of the throat. Further downstream, the flow becomes subsonic due to the inlet

shock. It has been noted earlier (e64, Boor and Ssjmn, 1979) that the flow oscillatom downstream

of the shock in dt inlet diffuler my paticipate in th flow oscillations in te combustor. The shock

alo undergoes longitudinal oscillations that can, under some elrcminta, -s, become larg-amplitude

oscillations, resulting in the engine unstart phenomenon desr'ibed earlier.
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The fl ramiet engine is currently being numerically modeled in a mw study. Although a detailed

analysis of this study will be presented in the fature, some resuls are shown in Figure 2 to demon-

strate the feasibility of modeling realistic flows in the fail ramijet Flure 2a shows a time sequence of

vorticity contours during cold flow in a foi ramiet engn Figure 2b shows the typical Mach contours

in the combustor. For this simulatiom, the shock udergoes; only a mD-a-pmitude oscillation about its

sable location in the inlet diffuser. Analysis of the flow field indicates that the boundary layer on the

inlet duct wall undergoes unsteady separation downstream of the inlet dsock. This separated shear

layer rolls up into coherent vortical structures, as seen in Figure 2a. The boundary layer sometimes

reattaches on the inlet duct wall before finlly separating at the dump plane. Downstream of the

dump plane, this separated shear layer also undergoes vortex rollup, as seen in earlier cold flow stu-

dies (Menon and Jou, 1990) Complex vortex motions and merging processes are observed in the

combustor as a consequence of the boundary layer separation in the inlet duct and the shear flow in

the combustor. Many of the flow features observed during this simulation (and in other simulations

not shown here) are in good qualitative agreement with the observations by Bogar and Sajibcn (1979).

Currently, combustion is being initiated in the full ramjet, and the results will be reported in the

future.

The results presented here are for the test configuration shown in Figure Ia, in which combustion

instability has already been numerically simulated (Menon and Jou, 1991). The active control of the

instability will be the focus of this paper.

2.2 The CombustIon Model

To simulate combustion instability, an accurate evaluation of the chemical heat release is required.

In particular, the amount of heat release and its time-dependent spatial distribution mnst be accurately

computed. In a recent study (Memos and Jou, 1991), a thin-flame model (Williams, 1985; Kerstein et

aL, 1988) was incorporated. In this model, the local turbulent flame speed up appears explicitly and is

determined as a function of the laminar flame speed u, and the local subgpid turbulence intensity u"

using the renormaliation group (RNG) theory model of Yakhot (1989). The effects of detailed chem-

ical kinetics are contained in the laminar flame sped, mad a progrea variable G is ddeied which is

governed by the conservation equation

SAG + a No - -4 , VGJ (1)
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where u, represents the fluid velocities, G - I for the fuel mixture, and G -0 for the combustion pro-

duct.

The turbulent flame speed up is given by the RNG model as

up -U sp12

eXP[;-J (2)

The chemical heat release is a function of G and the specific chemical energy of the fuel mixture.

The chemical energy of the mixture is included in the formulation by specifying the specific enthalpy

h of the mixture in the energy equation as h - CT + hG. Here, h, is the heat of formation of the

premixed fuel, C, is the specific beat of the mixture at constant pressure, and T is the temperature.

The heat of formation of the fuel determines the amount of heat released during combustion and thus

is a function of the equivalence ratio for a given fuel The product temperature T. can be estimated

for a given heat of formation for the fuel by the relation hr - C#(T, - TA), where Th is :e fuel

temperature at the inlet.

Due to the explicit appearance of the local flame speed in Equation (I), the amount of heat release

does not depend on the computed internal structure of the flame. Even when numerical diffusion

broadens the flame, the flame speed is not severely affected. The effect of numerical broadening was

discussed earlier (Menon and Jou, 1991), and it was shown that numerical diffusion does not signifi-

cantly affect the dynamics of the flame propagation. The model, as currently implemented, does not

include flame broadening and flame extinction phenomena. These effects will have to be included

eventually to generalize the combustion model.

2.3 The Sbgrld Modeal

In a practical ramjet device, the Reynolds number of the flow is extremely high. Large-eddy simu-

lations of such a flow would require a validated subgrid model; however, subgrid models for compres-

sibbk flows have just begun to be investigated (94, Yohiznwa 1986; fpeziale et aL 1988). At

prmesnt it is not clear what would be an appropriate sublrid model for flows Such as thoe in a ramiet

c .mbsOr. It i, a t, however that to Close the WMbutio model described in Section 2.2, the

1 tlurbulsoac Imity mut be determined. Thefore, for te prset application, a one-

eqatlom model for rte mbfid tMurlat kindc enery is beIng iwesipted; dtis mod"l is an e-ten-

slam of the Seummi's model (04, Schmdt md SdmnmenI, 1969). With me& a model, the subpid
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turbulence intenmity in F4uation (2) can be directly computed, and the subsrid stresses can be

modeled.

At present, ds model is still undergoins evaluation. Many issues still need to be resolved; these

issues include, for example, the type of filtering to be used, the effect of variable grid distribution, the

near-wall modifications to the eddy viscosity (e46g, Piomeli ct 81, 1989), and the proper closure for the

Leonard and cross ternm so that the filtered equations maintain Galilean invarince (e.g. Speziale,

1985; Germano, 1990).

Since a validated subgrid model is currently unavailable, anl simulations carried out so far were for

flows in a moderate Reynolds number range. This is considered a frst step towards understanding

the complex physical processes involved in the ramjet combustor. To model the dissipative effects of

the subsrid turbulence, a constant eddy-viscosity model is employed. This eddy-viscosity is chosen to

be the laminar dissipative coefficient at the reference temperature and can be viewed as a simple

subgrid model, as noted by Ferziger and Leslie (1979). A uniform value of the subgrid turbulence

intensity is also used; typically, this value is a small percentage of the reference velocity. Some impor-

tant physical properties, such as the spatial nonuniformity of subgrid turbulence and its effect on the

local flame speed and the amount of heat release, are not included at present. However, as shown ear-

lier (Menon and Jou, 1991), the major qualitative interactions between the large-scale vortex struc-

tures and the combustion heat release have been captured by the present simulation model The

effect of nonuniform subspid turbulence on the turbulent flame speed and on combustion instability

will be included once the subgrid model has been fully implemented.

3. SIMULATION OF COMBUSTION INSTABILITY

The details of the simulation of combustion instability in a ramjet combustor are described else-

where (Menon and Jou, 1991). The present focus is on active control of the numerically simulated

combustion instability. Before describing the control studies, however, some important features of the

computed instability are reviewed in this section.

In general, combustion Imntability in a eambussor depends upon various paoameters such as the Sys-

teUm gometry, the flow paramet the Wibl type, and the equivalence ratio In the earlier study
(1enon and I 1991).in additio to the flow parmets (e., M number Amd the Rey-

mids n 1 Re) and the g1eometrical Prameters (e.g., L&L, A 1jA *; ne Figure la, two important

themomil param we ietified. One is U - TO/T., which Is the ratio of the product
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temperature T. to the stagnation temperature T.; the other is P - ur/uq , which is the ratio of the

characteristic flame speed up to the characteristic reference velocity u, For a fixed fuel mixture, 0

can be related to the equivalence ratio # and u can be related to the chemical kinetic rate and the

level of subgrid turbulence. The effects of varying the geometrical parameters, the ratio between the

inlet and throat areas (A6"/AX), and the thermohemical parameters 0 and a have been studied

(Menon and Jou, 1991). It was determined that increasing r, with the other parameters held fixed,

excites the large-amplitude, low-frequency pressure oaclations typical of combustion instability in a

ramijet. This instability was also excited when the area ratio AwlA was increased. The area ratio is

increased by reducing the nozzle throat area A 0. This decreases the inlet mass flow rate and reduces

the inlet mean flow velocity u&. Thus, the effect of increasing the area ratio can be interpreted as an

increase in the effective thermochemical parameter a - ufug,- @ .(u,v/ui,,. This appears to indicate

that a* may be a more general thermochemical parameter than a.

Two simulations described in this section showed two different types of combustion instability, a

small-amplitude, high-frequency combustion instability (Type I) and a large-amplitude, low-frequency

combustion instability (Type II). Both types of instability have been observed in various experimental

studies (eg, Smith and Zukoski, 1985; Sterling and Zukoski, 1987; Schadow et al, 1987). Detailed

analyses of these simulations have been described elsewhere (Menon and Jou, 1991). However, to put

the results of the active control studies into perspective, a brief description of the pertinent features of

the combustion instability is given in this section.

For all the simulations discussed in this paper, the reference Reynolds number and the reference

Mach number were held fixed at Re - 10,000 and M - 032, respectively, based on the inlet duct

diameter and the reference velocity of u,4 - 100 m/sec. A grid resolution of 256x64 was used for all

the simulations, with the grid clustered in regions where high gradients are present, such as the boun-

dary layer and the separated shear layer. For this grid resolution and the chosen Reynolds number,

structures of the order of the boundary layer thickness could be resolved in the flow field (Menon and

Jou, 1990). ThIr h M 'e parameters and a were so held fixed at 0 - 5 and u - 0.05. For

S-5, the product temperature T, was 150 K. All system (geometrical) parmeters, such as H, L6

and L. were held faxd for both simulations except for the area-ratio parameter A /A ", which was

tacreased fte. 1O0 for the Type I Imability simulation to 1.20 for the Type n simulation. This

rsuls in an la1rema- in the Athemochemix parameter from 0012 to .04&. In the Mfowing sec-

dom, some pertient faturs of the Type 1 and Type 1 combustion instabilities ae briefly described.
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3.1 S goAma ptds, Hsh-Fr'qmy blsadlllty (rype )

In a Type I combustion instability, the pressure oscillations initially show a large-aznplitude, low-

frequency oscillatio that eventually decays o that a high-frequency oscillation at around 935 Hz

dominates the pressure field. The peak-to-peak level of the hith-frequency pressum fluctuation is

around I5 percent of the mean pressure, as shown in Firqme 3a. This level is around three times higher

than that observed in earlier cold flow studies (1Mnon and Jou, 1990) Note that although the fluctua-

tion level is small, it is by no means insignificant for a realistic ramjet combustor and may be suffi-

cient to expel the inlet shock.

Flow visualization shows that the shear layer separating at the rearward-facing step rolls up into

vortices; further downstream, these vortices undergo pairing, as observed in earlier cold flow studies.

The flame front initially resides along the high shear region in the shear layer, and as the vortex

rollup/pairing process occurs, the flame is entrained into the vortical structures. The typical flame

structure and vorticity field distribution for this simulation is shown in Figures 3b and 3c. For com-

parison, an experimental visualization by Smith and Zukoski (1985) of premixed combustion in a

two-dimensional combustor is shown in Figure 3d. Both the numerical and experimental visualization

show qualitatively similar vortical structures in the shear layer.

Classical considerations using the Rayleigh criterion have been used in the past (eg, Sterling and

Zukoski, 1987; Hedge et al, 1987) to demonstrate that the unsteady fluctuations in heat release should

be in-phase locally with the pressure fluctuations for the instability to occur. A local Rayleigh param-

eter R(3, t) is defined such that

R(Y) - tqZ),/(.Vt)dt (3)

where Tis the time period and q'(Ia, t) and p'(3r, a) are the unsteady beat release term and the pres-

sure fluctuation, respectively. When R(V) is positive, local amplification of the instability occurs.

When A(V) is integrated radially, one obtains R(x), which is the axial variation of the Rayleigh

parameter. Alternatively, if R(', a) is integrated in both the axial and radial directios, a volume-

averaged perameter !(Q) is obtained, which represents tete-dependent state of the combustion

procem in the combustor. If I(Q) is fartha intgrted in time, a lobal Rayleigh parameter R" is

obtained.
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Both R(x) and RQ) in the combustor were evaluated for this simulation. Figure 4a shows the

time-dependent variation of the volumeeveraged Rayleigh parameter Q) normaliZed by RA'for two

cycles of the high-frequency pressure fluctuation. Also shown is tie normalized pressure fluctuation

(Ap/•) at the base of the step for this simulation period. This figure shows that during the high-

frequency oscillations there are periods of time when the combustion process is damped. If we

assume the pressure fluctuation shown in this figure is represcenative of the volume-averaged unsteady

pressure field (an assumption that is strictly not valid since the amplitude and phase of the high-

frequency oscillation are not constant in the combustor), then to obtain the observed variation in the

Rayleigh parameter, the unsteady heat release term (Aq) should have a variation as sketched in Figure

4a. This indicates that the unsteady heat release fluctuations occur at a much higher frequency than

the pressure fluctuation during the Type I instability. Figure 4b shows the axial variation of the Ray-

leigh parameter R(x)/R 9 for the time period shown in Figure 4a. Although the combustion instability

is globally amplified, there are regions in the combustor where it is locally damped. The instability

appears to be strongly amplified in the diffuser region where the vortices in the shear layer impinge

on the wall. A similar amplification of the instability in the vortex impingement region was observed

in experimental studies (Sterling and Zukoski, 1987).

3.2 Large-Amplitude, Low-Frequsecy Instability (Type I1)

In a Type 11 combustion instability, the pressure fluctuations show a large-amplitude, low-

frequency oscillation with peak-to-peak levels around 50 percent of the mean pressure, as shown in

Figure 5.. The oscillation rapidly reaches a limiting cycle and shows a type of pressure signature that

is typical of that observed during combustion instability. The flame propagation, however, is quite

different from that observed during a Type I instability. A large hooked-flame structure propagates

through the combustor at a low frequency, and asociated with this flame is a large mushroom-shaped

vortical structure. The combined vortex/flame structure propagates through the combustor at the

same low frequency. Spectral analysis has shown that the dominant mode of oscillation is occurring at

a frequency of around 166 Hz. The amplitude and phase of the pressure osiation at various loca-

tious in the combustor were nearly the same, ndicating th this pressure oscillation is similar to the

bulk-mode oscillation observed in same experiments.

A typical flame structure ad vrteity contour &ild we shon respectively, in Figures 5b and sc.

For compamiso, the expeimental vismalisation of Somt ad Zukosdk (1985) is shown in Figure 5d.

Further anslysis was crried out by MIm I and Jo= (1991), and it was shown that many
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characteristics Of Type II combustion instability, such as the pressure and velocity fluctuation levels,

the phase relation between the pressure and velocity fluctuations, and various features of the

vortex/flame structure propagation, qualitatively agreed with experimental observations.

The Rayleigh criterion for this instability was also computed. Figure 6a shows the variation of

R(t)/R* and the pressure fluctuation at the dump plane for one period of the low-frequency oscilla-

tion. During the Type Il instability, the pressure amplitude and phase are nearly the same throughout

the combustor, and thus the pressure fluctuation shown in Figure 6a can be considered to represent

the volume-averaged pressure field in the combustor. Figure 6a shows that during the low-frequency

oscillation there are two time periods during which the combustion process is locally damped. Again,

this is due to a phase difference between the pressure fluctuations and the unsteady heat release term,

as shown in Figure 6a. However, unlike the Type I instability case (Figure 4a), the fluctuation in the

heat release term appears to be occurring at the same low frequency as the pressure fluctuation. The

spatial variation of the Rayleigh parameter, R(x)/R. is shown in Figure 6b. As seen during the Type

I instability (Figure 4b), the combustion process strongly drives the instability near the vortex

impingement region in the diffuser. Figure 6b also shows that there is a region near the dump plane

where the combustion process is locally damped. In contrast, during Type I instability (Figure 4b)

multiple regions in the combustor show local damping of the instability.

4. ACTIVE CONTROL OF COMBUSTION INSTABILITY

Using the stored data for these two simulations, a new study was initiated to investigate techniques

for controlling both types of instabilities. Experimentally, various approaches are being considered.

In general, active control strategies fall in three categories: control using acoustic feedback (e4.g, Lang

et al, 1987; Poinsot et at, 1987; Gutmark et aL, 1990, Schadow et at, 1990); control by unsteady

modification of the inlet mass flow rate (e.g, Bloxsidge et al, 1988); and control by manipulation of

the unsteady heat release in the combustor (e4.g, Laaghorne et al, 1990). Each of these methods has

shown promise in laboratory tests, In this paper, the focus of the numerical experiments is the study

of active control using acoustic feedback. Some results of active control using secondary fuel injec-

tion were recently presented (M o., 199•1)
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4.1 Acsntlc Fedback Cesto l

Active control through acoustic forcing was demonstrated earlier by Lang et aL. (1987) and Poinsot

et al. (1987). The latter study showed that this technique provided the capability of turning the insta-

bility on or off at will, thereby providing a means to study the transient behavior. It was also shown

that the power required for control was quite small and that control can be achieved over a wide

range of phase differences. This indicates that the control technique is not an anti-sound approach,

which would have required a specific phase relation. Recent studies (e4l, Schadow et al., 1990) have

further demonstrated that acoustic feedback control of the combustion in a dump-combustor confi-

guration is possible.

A typical acoustic feedback system used in the experiments involves a loudspeaker/microphone

system in the active control loop. In this technique, the pressure signal is sensed at some chosen loca-

tion using a microphone (or pressure transducer). The signal is analyzed, phase-shifted (or time-

delayed), amplified, and then fed back at some other chosen location using a loudspeaker (see Figure

Ia). Here, a similar technique has been studied numerically. To account for the effect of time delay

in the control system, a control signal was chosen such that

p,•'Q) - Ga p,,(!--) (4)

where the amplification parameter Ga = AtjP- with A,, a constant (typically, A. = 0.2, unless other-
P.,

wise specified). Here, F indicates the time mean value of the pressure, and the prime indicates

unsteady fluctuation. Also, the subscripts sp and mic denote, respectively, the loudspeaker and the

microphone. Once the acoustic pressure is determined by Equation (4), the axial acoustic velocity u,,

generated by this pressure fluctuation at the loudspeaker surface is determined by using the acoustic

relation u,* - p,,'Ipc. No trnnverse acoustic velocity fluctuations are assumed to occur (Le.,

v" - 0) He, P and c are the unperturbed men density and the speed of sound, respectively. Once

pp" and U, awe determined, the pressure and velocity boundary conditions at the speaker surface

becom pp, - P + p.; ud , - u;,,. v, - 0. rpective. The other boundary conditions at the

loudspeaker mface we obtaimed by mwdeling the speaker surfmce a an adabatic, oncatalytic sur-

We (L., -0 and -0, wee - is th momal diecton) Typically, ten gid points along the

bae of the sep were seed to model the loudspeaker surthee. The parameter r is a specified time

delay between the signal recr4ed by the microphone and the control signal used to drive the
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loudspeaker. In the simulations, the time delay r/T, where T is the time period of the oscillation (

T w 1.07 msec for a Type I oscillation sad T w 6.02 msec for a Type 1 oscillation), is specified prior

to initiation of the active control. The time delay is chosen by analyzing the uncontrolled pressure

signals in the simulations computed earlier; once chosen, the time delay is held constant for the entire

duration of the control simulation. The effects of using different time delays have been investigated,

and the results of these simulations are discussed below.

4.2 Active Control of Type I Instability

During a Type I instability, the pressure fluctuation at the base of the step shows a peak-to-peak

level of around 15 percent of the mean pressure, as shown in Figure 3a. For reference, a short time

interval of the pressure fluctuation is shown again in Figure 7L. A control system as shown in Figure

Is and the control law as given by Equation (4) were chosen for the study. Cross-correlation analysis

of the uncontrolled pressure fluctuations at the microphone and speaker locations was carried out.

The result is shown in Figure 7b. This figure shows that, for r/T w 0, the pressure fluctuations at the

two locations are nearly perfectly negatively correlated. This indicates that a time delay close to zero

should be effective. Figure 7c shows the pressure fluctuations at the base of the step with active con-

trol using r/T = 0.03. Clearly, the controller is quite effective; within two cycles of oscillation, it

reduces the peak-to-peak pressure fluctuation level from 15 percent to less than 4 percent of the mean

pressure. A 4 percent peak-to-peak fluctuation in this combustor is about the same level as seen dur-

ing cold flow simulations (Menon and Jou, 1990).

Figure 7d shows the pressure signal at the dump plane with another time delay of r/7 = 0.15 used

for the control The control is quite effective in this case as well, with the peak-to-peak pressure fluc-

tuation level again decreasing to around 4 percent of the mean pressure. This figure also shows the

effect of turning off the control at a later stage. The pressure fluctuation quickly recovers to the levels

observed earlier with no control. Note that for r/f - 0.15, the correlation coefficient is still negative.

This "Newts that for a chosen time delay, if the correlation between the pressu signals from the

microphone tad loudspeaker locations is negative, then the control my be effective. This would

imply that there my be a range of time delays for which control of the instability is posible. A simi-

Jar observation was made in a recent experimental study (Schadow et &l4 1990). in their test rig, the

control was most effective within a specific phase range of 250 to 330 degrees.
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That such an effectiveness range in terms of time delay exists can be ascertained from the simula-

tions by comparing the simulation shown in Figure 7e with the earlier simulations (Figures 7c and 7d).

Figure 7e shows the pressure signal using active control with A. - I and a time delay of r/F = 0.5.

For this chosen time delay, the correlation coefficient is strongly positive, as can be seen in Figure 7b.

It appears that in this case the control signal has only a small effect on the high-frequency oscillation,

and the peak-to-peak fluctuation level is not reduced.

The study described above showed that using a fixed time delay for the control signal was quite

effective in reducing the pressure fluctuation level, provided the time delay was properly chosen.

Cross correlations between the pressure fluctuations at the microphone and speaker locations during

active control were also carried out for the simulations described above. Figures ga and 8b show the

cross correlation for the simulations shown in Figures 7c and 7d, respectively. For the chosen time

delays, r/T = 0.03 (Figure ft) and r/T - 0.15 (Figure 8b), the correlation coefficient remaw 2 negative

during active control For the case where control was ineffective wiu, ,/T = 0.5 (Figure 7e), the

correlation coefficient remains positive during control "not shec'wn).

Flow visualization of the flame propagatiun during ;,ti :e control showed that the flame structure

does not change in any significant manner rom the btrn..ture seen in the uncontrolled case (Figure

3b). Spectral analysis of the pressure fluwtuation in the combustor showed that as the control becomcs

effective, the dominant frequency increases from 935 Hz to around 12. kHz. When the control is

turned off, the frequer , drops back to the .riginal value.

I some experimental st, lies (e4.g, Schadow et al., 1990; Widson et al., 1991), the sensor (micro-

phone) was located approximately one step height downstream of the dump plane, due to the restric-

tions umposed by the test rig configuration. To numerically determine the effect of sensor location on

the control (&. &ctiveness, simulations were performed with the sensor located one step height down-

stream of the dump plane as in the experiments (location c, Figure la). Using cross-correlation data

(not shown here), a time delay of ir/T - 0.3 was chosen, for which the correlation was negative. Fig-

ure 9a shows the presure signal for this case. Comparison with Figures 7c and 7d shows that, for this

time delay, control of the pressure fluctuation is again achieved, with the peak-to-peak level dropping

to less than 5 percent of the mean pressure. The importance of a proper choice of time delay is again

demonstrated by carrying out another simulation with a time delay of ,/T - 0.15, for which the corre-

lation coefficient is slightly positive. Figure 9b shows the result of this simulation. Although the pres-

smre fluctuation level drops from the 15 percent uncontrolled level to around 5 percent ,of the mean
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pressure, comparison with Figure 9a shows that for this time delay the control was less effective.

4.3 Active Control of Type H Instability

The active control strategy employed for the control of a Type I instability was then applied to a

Type II instability. A typical time trace of the uncontrolled pressure fluctuation at the base of the

step during this instability is shown in Figure 1a. Cross correlation between the pressure signals

from the dump plane and the diffuser location b showed that a peak negative correlation occurs

around r/'F = 0.5. This is shown in Figure 10b. Thus, it was expected that the control signal using a

time delay of r/r = 0.5 would be effective. Figure 10c shows the pressure signal with the active con-

trol system turned on with r/T - 0.5 for the sae time period as in Figure IO8. It is clear that the

control strategy was quite effective in reducing the pressure fluctuation levels. In fact, the peak-to-

peak level of oscillation, which was around 50 percent of the mean pressure for the uncontrolled case

(Figure 10), is now reduced to almost 4 percent (Figure lOc) this level is about the same as that

achieved for the Type I instability. As seen in the figure, the control does take a certain amount of

time (roughly equivalent to two periods of the low-frequency oscillation) to become effective. In

another simulation (not shown), the control was turned on earlier, at around t = 0.13 msec (see Figure

5a), to determine if the controller is more effective if the low-frequency oscillations have not been

established. It was determined (Menon, 1990) that in this case, the peak pressure level reached in the

combustor is reduced, thereby increasing the effectiveness of the control system. Increasing the gain

parameter A. also reduces the overall time to achieve control, as described in Menon (1990). The

effect of turning off the control is illustrated in Figure 10d, which shows the pressure signal after the

control signal was turned off at the end of the simulation shown in Figure l Oc. Although it takes a

finite amount of time, the Type 11 instability does return.

Another simulation was carried out with a time delay of ?/T = 0.03 between the sensor and con-

trol signal. In this case, croa correlation of the original signals (Figure lOb) indicates a strong positive

correlation. Figure 10e shows the pressure signal for this control case; clearly indicating that the con-

trol is quite poor; however, it is interestin to note that the pressure fluctuation level does decrease

slowly. Also shown in this figure is the computed Rayleigh parameter, R(t)/IA, and the projected

variation of the unsteady heat release term. The Rayleigh parameter also decreases slowly, indicating

that although the control is poor, it has a damping effect on the pressure oscillation.
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The Rayleigh parameter for the case when control is effective (with r/T - 0.5) shows quite dif-

ferent behavior. The time variation of the Rayleigh parameter and the pressure fluctuation at the

dump plane for such a case is shown in Figure 10f. The Rayleigh parameter indicates that the oscilla-

ion is still being driven during the early period of the control; as the control becomes effective, how-

ever, the Rayleigh parameter becomes very small, indicating that the instability is being damped.

The propagation of the vortex/flame structure seen in the uncontrolled case (Figure 5b) is also

changed drastically, with the flame structure now taking a shape similar to that observed during the

Type I instability simulation (Figure 3b). A typical flame structure in the combustor during control of

the Type U instability is shown in Figure I li. corresponding to the time shown in Figure 10c. When

the control is turned off, the large-amplitude, low-frequency oscillation reappears (Figure 10d) and the

flame structure begins to return to the large hooked shape seen in Figure 5b. This is shown in Figure

1 lb (corresponding to the time shown in Figure IOd). When control is turned on, the vortex structure

in the shear layer changes from the large structure seen during instability (Figure 4c) to the relatively

smaller vortices in the shear layer similar to those shown in Figure 3b. The vortex motion in the shear

layer with active control is shown in Figure I Ic. Subsequently, when the control is turned off, the

amalgamation of the vortices in the shear layer into the large vortex reoccurs as the instability begins

to reestablish in the combustor.

Spectral analysis of the pressure fluctuation in the combustor both with and without active control

(Figures 10c and 10d, respectively) was carried out. When the control is first turned on, the dominant

166 Hz oscillation frequency increases to 175 Hz, but as the control becomes effective and the pres-

sure fluctuation level drops, only a high-frequency fluctuation at around 1.2 kHz remains. This

increase in fluctuation frequency during active control is similar to that observed during control of the

Type I simulation described in Section 4.2. When the control is turned off, the dominant frequency

begins to decrease and the amplitude increases until finally only the low-frequency, large-amplitude

oscillation remains.

The Rayleigh criteria in the combustor during control sheds some light on the effect of active con-

rol. Figures 12a and 12b show, respectively, the variation of RQ)/RI and R(x)/R* in the combustor

during active control. Figure 12s, which corresponds to a portion of the Simulation shown in Figure

10f, shows that with active control there are multiple time periods during the oscillation when the ins-

tability is being damped. Figure 12b hows that during active control there are multiple rqgons in the

combustor where the instability is being locally damped. This behavior is similar to that seen during
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the Type I instability (Figures 4a and 4b) and quite different from that seen during the Type II insta-

bility (Figures 6a and 6b).

Although only a limited number of simulations with and without active control have been per-

formed so far, some comtments concerning the effect of active control on the pressure oscillation can

be made from the analysis of the simulation data. The data show that with active control the bla -

amplitude, low-frequency oscillation seen during Type 1 instability is completely suppressed, and

only a high-frequency oscillation around 12 kHz remains. The Type I oscillation also shows the same

frequency with control The analysis of pressure and vorticity spectra without control (see Menon

and Jou, 1991) for both Type I and Type II instability show that a distinct peak at a frequency around

1.2 kHz i seen in the vorticity spectra. This suggests that this frequency is related to the vortex

motion in the shear layer. Examination of the vorticity field in the shear layer during control (see for

example Figure I Ic) shows that the large vortex structure seen during Type 11 instability is now

replaced with smaller vortices characteristic of vortex shedding in the shear layer. The large vortex

formed during the Type II instability was shown (Menon and Jou, 1991) to be related to the large

negative axial velocity fluctuations (associated with the large positive pressure fluctuations) occuring

at the step location. Due to the negative velocity fluctuations, the vortex shedding mechanism was

inhibited till the pressure fluctuation becomes negative and the velocity fluctuation becomes positive.

Then, the entire seperated shear layer was forced into a large vortex. With active control, both the

pressure and the velocity fluctuation levels are reduced significantly. The shear layer dynamics is no

longer inhibited and thus, the characteristic vortex shedding mechanism dominates.

Finally, it is instructive to look at the acoustic power used to drive the loudspeaker during active

control of the Type II instability. Figures 13a and 13b show the acoustic power as a function of time

for the control simulations shown in Figures 10c and b0e, respectively. Here, the acoustic power (in

watts) is defined as

P - 2rjp,,'u.r r dr (5)

where r, and r2 are the radial dimensions of the loudspeaker. Note that for the axisymmetric

geometry, the modeled loudspeaker is actually a circular strip of thickness (r2 - rj). Figure 13a shows

that, initially, the loudspeaker is driven at a high power level, but as the control becomes effective, the

power level also drop off. Figure l3b shows that, for the cae where the control is less effective, the

power level is quite high for a lonige period of time. However, it is interesfing to note that as the
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control slowly becomes effective (see Fiwue 10e) the power level also begins to drop off. These data

indicate that for effective control of the Type UI instability, a large power level is required only for a

short time initially, and as the control becomes effective, the overall power required becomes quite

low. The aeosic power required to drive the loudspeaker during control of the Type I insability

(not shown here) is much lower (by an order of magnitude) when rouemgarA to the power require-

ments for the Type ! control Thus, the power requirement for controlling the Type I instability

remains quite low at all times. This computed low-power requirement for achieving control is in qual-

itative agreement with the experimental results of Poinsot et A. (1987).

S. CONCLUSIONS

A large-eddy simulation model has been developed that contains the essential physics of combus-

tion instability such as the acoustic wave motion, the interactions between the large eddies, and

combustion and unsteady heat release during premixed fuel combustion in a ramjet. The combustion

model used for the simulations explicitly incorporates the local turbulent flame speed and avoids the

erroneous numerical heat release that would occur in a finite-rate chemistry model, while attempting

to resolve the internal structure of the flame. Two types of combustion instability have been identi-

fied from the simulation results: a small-amplitude, high-frequency instability and a large-amplitude,

low-frequency instability. Both types of instability have been experimentally observed, and many of

the qualitative features of the numerically computed instabilities are in good agreement with the

experimental observations.

The data stored during the simulations were then utilized to study closed-loop techniques to con-

trol the unstable pressure oscillations. The first phase of this study involved the application of acous-

tic feedback control techniques. It has been demonstrated here that active control of both types of

instability can be accomplished by such a technique. Furthermore, it was shown that the instabilities

could be turned on and off. This capability can be used to study and understand the transient process

prior to the growth of the instability. Both the control and recovery of the Type II instability take a

relatively longer time period than the Type I instability.

The effect of varying the time delay between the sensor and control signals was also studied, and it

was shown that control is possible for different choices of the time delay. This clearly demonstrates

dat active control is mt an anti-sound approach, which would have required a specific phase relation.

This finding is in qualitative agreement with experimental observations. The results obtained so far
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alo suggests crms-colation analysis of die signals from the sensor nd the driver (loudspeaker)

locations could be utilized to devise an efective control signa. Note, however, that in the present

study a constant time delay was used for the control siPaL This approach was found to be effective,

since for the Reynolds number simulated bhr, the original uncontrolled flow field had a single dom-

inant f1requency during both Type I and Type fi instability. In a realistic combustor. the flow field

will be highly turbulent and the pressure spectra could contain multiple distinct frequences. In such

a case, a conMsant time delay controller may not be effective, and a more complex control signal will

be requircd. For example, the controller may require a dynamically changing time delay to respond to

the changes in the flow field during active control. High Reynolds number flows will be simulated in

the near future once the subsrid model has been fully implemented. More complex controllers can

then be investigated.

It was also shown in this study that the acoustic power required to drive the loudspeaker is high

for only a short initial period; as the control becomes effective, the power requirement becomes quite

low. Again, this fimding agrees with earlier experimental observations (eg, Poinsot et ii, 1987).

Although these results appear to suggest the potential of using acoustic feedback control in a practical

combustor, such a system still needs to be demonstrated, especially experimentally. Realistic combus-

tors, which typically operate in the megawatt range, ae extremely hot and noisy environments.

Acoustic drivers that can survive such a hostile environment and deliver high power output may not

exist. Therefore, to develop controllers for practical combustors, another approach to control the

combustion instability is currently being explored. This technique uses secondary fuel injection, both

steady and unsteady (e.g, Langhorne et al., 1990); results obtained so far suggest this approach may be

more practical for realistic combustors. Some results of numerical simulations using steady and pulsed

secondary fuel injection were recently reported (Menon, 1991). Further investigation of this type of

controller is currently being carried out and will be reported in the fuature.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE I The uzisymmetric ramjet configuration; (a) the ramjet geometry without the inlet

nozzle and the active control system, (b) the full ramjet geometry with a 320 x 64 grid

distribution.

FIGURE 2 Typical cold flow field in a full ramjet engine; (a) time sequence of vorticity

contours, (b) mach contours.

FIGURE 3 Typical flow features observed during Type I instability;, (a) pressure fluctuation at

the base of the step, (b) flame structure, (c) vorticity field, (d) experimental. (Smith and

Zukoski, 1985)

FIGURE 4 Rayleigh criteria in the combustor for a Type I instability; (a) temporal variation of

R(1), (b) spatial variation of R(x).

FIGURE 5 Typical flow features observed during Type I instability; (a) pressure fluctuation at

the base of the step, (b) flame structure, (c) vorticity field, (d) experimental. (Smith and

Zukoski, 1985)

FIGURE 6 Rayleigh criteria in the combustor for Type H instability;, (a) temporal variation of

RO), (b) spatial variation of R(x).

FIGURE 7 The effect of active control on the Type I instability, sensor at location b; (a)

control OFF; reference signal, (b) correlation between the pressure signals at the speaker and

microphone locations (control OFF), (c) control ON with r/T - 0.03, (d) control ON/OFF with

r/T - 0.15, (e) control ON with r/T - 0.5.

FIGURE 8 Correlation between the pressure signals at the speaker and microphone locations

during active control; (a) r/T - 0.03, (b) r/T - 0.15.
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FIGURE 9 The effect of active control on the Type I instability, sensor at location c; (a)

control ON with r/T - 0.30, (b) control ON with r/T = 0.15.

FIGURE 10 The effect of active control on the Type 1 instability;, (a) control OFF, reference

signal, (b) correlation between pressure signals at the speaker and microphone locations (control

OFF), (c) control ON with r/T - 0.5, (d) control OFF, after control ON in Figure IOc, (e)

control ON with r/T - 0.03, (f) control ON with r/T - 0.5.

FIGURE I I Typical flame and vortex structure during active control of Type H instability; (a)

flame, control ON with w/T - 0.5, (b) flame, control OFF, (c) vorticity, control ON.

FIGURE 12 Rayleigh criteria in the combustor during control of a Type H instability;, (a)

temporal variation of RQ), (b) spatial variation of R(x).

FIGURE 13 Acoustic power of the loudspeaker during active control of Type H instability;, (a)

control ON with r/T = 0.5, (b) control ON with r/T - 0.03.
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A NUMUICAL STUDY 0F 820014DARY FUEL DURCTON TECHNIQUE FOR
ACTIVE CONTRtOL 0F COMBUSUTION UWASTU.11TY 09 A RAMIRT

Smash Menton*
Quest Integrated, Inc.
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ABSTRACT combustio nshtability can be succeedully controlled using
such technque provided certain feedheck criteria are uatis-

Combustion instability in a ramjet cocabtator has been fleod. Although, the results e in good ageement with exper-
nmeinucally simulated using a large-eddy simulation (1LE8) knental obsemvtiow, it is well known that in realistic ramnjet
technique. Prembied combustion In the combustor is simu- combustors, acoustic feedback control aing loudspeakers as
lated wing a thim-flame model that explicitly determines the the controller umy not be practical due to the pravailant boa-
turbulent flame speed as a unmcton of the laminar flame tile (hot) envirainnent in the combustor. This pape
speed and sulgrld turbulent kinetic energy. Two different describee a numerical study of another type of active control
inlet duct length, a short Inlet and a long Inlet configurations technique which wsee secondary injection of tho premnixed
w-r modeled. Low frequency, large amplitude pressue fuel as the controller. Such a technique has been shown
oscillations characteristic of combustion Instability Is slmu- experimentally to be a more practical and effective control
lated in both the configurations. Active control using aecon- syNStem (e1-g.Langhorne and Hooper. 1989)
dary fuel Injection upsteam of the flame holder employing
different types of control algorithm, have been investigated. 2. Tug 311MULATI1ON MODEL
Results show that control of the Instability can be success- The simulation model used in thi study was developed
fuilly achieved in some case, while In other case, the control through a series of numerical experients starting with cold
algorithm is only partially effec-tive, flow studies (Mieown and Jou. 1967, 1990; iou and Marion,

L 134TRODUCTION 1967, 1990) and culminating in the simulation of combustion
Instability (Menon and Jon, 1991). The equations are the full

Combustion Instability In a ramnjet engine is an extremely compressible Navier-Stokee equations formulated in the
complex phenomenon Involving nonlinear insteractions among axisymnietric coordinate system. The original numnerical
acoustic waves, vortex motion and unsteady heat release. technique is an unsplit second-order-accurate, finite-volumie
Typically, the Instability manifests itself as a large-amplitude scheme based on MacCormack's method; it has been
pressure oecillation in the low-frequency range (100-800 Hs) described elsewhere (Menon and Jou, 1967, 1990). In the
and is very difficult to control. When the amplitude of the present study, a fourth-order-accurate spatial differencing
pressure oscillation reaches some critical limit, It can cause schemes (Baylis at al., 1985) has been need for moot of the
structural damage due to fatigue or can cause an engine simulations. The modeled ramjet comustor consists of an
'unstart,"which occurs when the shock in the inlet duct is axisymnietric bnlet duct connected to an axisymnmetric dumnp

expelled to form a bow shock ahead of the bnlot. This combustor by a sudden =expnsion. A convergent-divergent
phenomenon of engine unstart is one of the moot serious nolel is attached downstream of the combustor. Figure 1
technical problems encountered in developing an operational shows the typical ramjet configuration wsed In these studies.
MAW metngine. Two different inlet duct lengths were need in the present

In recent years, both expeimental (e~g., Scudow et al., study: a short inl" with LdHf = 6.8 aNO a longInlet with
I ;Smith and Zukoskl, 1965; Hedge at al., 1987) and UN = 22.4, where H is the step height. The long inlet duct

198ia9, g.eonadJn,1W 99;Juan ain configuration is similar to an experimental test rig currently
n990erical (egManon havbend ondute 1990,1991;iouind theon being wsed for active control studies at the Naval Weapons
1990)anvestmatof thav cobeetin conducilted Atodtermitonethol Center, China Lake (e~g.,Schaidow, at al, 1990). Experiments

cobsto intblt af ohpssvZ ctv oto have auggested that with a long Inle duct, the blot duct
techniques have also, been carlied out In th pod (Culilk acoustics plays a major role in the determining the dominant

1909. Pn&*contol notods %vtaly inolv drc frequency of the comuntiaton Instability. As shown below,
1969). Pant.. o olmehostht yically moiiaiwhv menivolvie nu such an observation can also be made from the results of the

for controlling the low-frequency baability. Recent exprl.- logIltdrutoa
mental studies (e~g., Langhoene and Romper, 1969; Schadow For the spatilly developing Dlow problem studied hero,
et al.. 1990; Oukak et al., 1990) suggest that activ control the lemplementation at proper leflow/outflow conditions is
techniques may be mor effective In contolling the combus- veryl Irta to -u that so spumlov (mnumercal) acaus-
dion Insability in a nesmiet. In parallel to the uspesknental tic wa Vswe genserated. In the c-es IModel, a convergent-
studies, a inuerical study of active contol methods is also divergent mnol. b attached downdeamn of the combustor.
being carried out. EBulier, the wesul of numnerical studie of This is okalla to a neal operating enajet confiurtion.- The
active control uigacoustic feedback technique wee flowr through thi mane Is choked, and the outflow at the
reported (hsison. 1960, 1991) ensd i was dwwo. that downteam .omspuiatonal boundary is supessonic. Since at

FA1Wby**~eAZAA. d~mard



a Supersonic outflow all characteristic waves (Lae., the mosciii- sooeed In this approech, the flame thickess is considered
tic waves, the esfopy move and the voricift VMS.) are oult- mal I I 41c, the smilest Owilliala hmgth Scale (Le..the
going, the kuposed boundary conditions will not effct the Kolmogforo seek). Said V the chianges In the need=.-

halrflow field. diffuilon siucture due to turbulen I InIng we also mail,
In te ~ ~ ~ thm the reactiot on cans be considered to be ahymnptotl-

In te Stno icudy, a e Inlert Dof od "icatl dof a ndd Sal thin. Within the thin flnsae pproximation, a model
engis, aS ndiotnicflowe condiptions th coeub a doan equation for priafsied combuston bs considered In which the
ThqinkaSusunic infhaow codtions a1900) ar to atb the solet lald flame Speed explicitly Ieas. If the local flame Speed
Twehre osnar (Scaons ath sta19nationeedeat the stag- up is known, a p~rogess variable Qm ha e defined that Is
nation temperture and the flow inclination wre Specified govened byte1qal9(Krtin L)16;:eo n

cor poningto the threeincmn characteristics (La.. the o,11)
vosticity wave, tim afopy wave and the rkiht-running Boo + =ýsw for YI 1
acoustic wave). The characteridic variable carried by the at 8+I a 1
left-running acoustic wave IS determined by Solving the per- wher # b the density and a,.I dis h fluid velocity. Equation
tonit characeteistic equidton. The application of these bonn- (1) deinribes the convection ot the flamne by the local fluid
dary conditions ininplies a certain -inpedence" condition. velocity and the flame propagation Wo the mmbimnt mixture
Earlier, the behavior of this imp~edance codto a xm through a 3mpg..u type mechanis, a,,VGj. Here, by
fied by using a Huneared anlysis, and the condition was definitona, 0 = correspondI to the prembied fael state.
proven to he of the damping type. Thu@6 pressue ditr a0in0 crmespogdI to the fully bu-rnt state and the flame is
bencee reaching the inflow bmnfwdy will not gemliid loatdW at a prescribed 0 =0. level surface, where. 0<.<G,.c

The upetam boundary conditions for the flow In the For laminar pre Ie combustion, the local flame speed up Is
combustor can he specified correctly If the inlet nookl is the lassne flame speed NZ which contains the Information
included in the computational domain. In such a case, the on the chemincal kinetics and the molecular dielpation. When
inflow in also Supersonic and the flow chokes at the Inlet Equatdon (1) Is applied to turbulent flows, the local flame
throat and then subsequently becomes Subsonic due to the speed V, In taben to he the local turbulent flame Speed sr.
inlet Shock that resides; under Stable conditions in the diver- where ar is a ipre-crbe function of local turbulence inten-
gent part of the inlet nosae. The upstream condition for the siky a' and the laminar Cam Speed SL (here treated as a con-
flow in the combustor is then specified by the condition Just stant chemnical property, though in reality It is Sensitive to the
downdream of the inlt Shock. Sinulations including the drain field affecting the flame). The Imsplementation of the
inlet nasele in the compiutational domain wee carried out ear- thin aum model ws a pert of the LES transport equations
Her (Menon, 1991a) and ft was shown that the shock under- therefore niplicitly requires the specificatIon of the eubplid
goes longitudinal oscillations In responase to the upstream pro- turbulent kinetic energy to determine the turbulent flame
pegating acoustic waves from the combustor and results in speed. Thin Is accomplishedl in the prI n -Study by ewwll-
the iuntedy Separation of the inlet duct wall boundary layer. city computing the subplid turbulent kinetic energy us
This separated sheer layer roll. up Into coherent vortices described In Section 2.2.
within the inle duct itself and this vortes: train interacts with The sodt issue that must be addressed is the determina-
the varticies being shed at the dumip plane. Many of the amn of the functional relation. Ur z: er(Iz'al. Itapel
observed features of the flow field were In good qualitative that a general functional relationship betwee thetubln
agrement with the experimnal observations (e.g., Boger fame Speed, the laminar Game speed and the turbulence
MAn selben, 1979). intensity which is valid for all ftpes of fuel and flow COnD&-

Although, combusion Instability has been Simulated in the dions IS difficult to develop (Keretsin and Ashuret, 1992).
full ranijet engine, active control studies have not yet been Yakhot (1988) used renormalisetion theory to develo a rela-
carried out in such configurations, esince, it IS first necday ton of the form ar/lS = ex~p(s'2/ay) Which wee Shown to
to ensure that the Simulated control techiniques work in confi- reduce to the linear scalin, ,y/IS as (1+*'/Ij) in the
guraone that are being studied sitperinentally. Therefore, high a/ILZ linit, end to the CMvin-WiIllauns relation
all active control Studies discussed In thi paper mr being %r/IL 00 (1 + (/z wh re p =2 in the low **/$I
carried out wing the configuration shown in Figure 1. lWait. Ne also showed that, at leas for high a/I8L case, thi

x; - show good apemen with -~rmna data.
Ll Te Codisdoi~odilHowever, recently, Kerdstin and Ashurat (1992) shwied that

In primilicd combusion, the amount at heat relasen per for low a/Ij, the Clavin-Wilhlme apresion maybe
unit wase of aem IS determined by the local alms Speed and inOrrectA and FPRose a scalin wit p =o 4/3. In the
by the specific: chesmical energy avaliahi In the fuel. U a prs- sktudy, beth Yehhot's apmIo and the -or simpli-
aele-rate cookal Nechauiam #or preIe ecombuastion fis fled aPPrFetlOns (Bear scaling. IA. Me. pI- for a/Ij& > I

09k)aye Ina IM . the UmiNsra shWAMlaio miNt 11npli. and thes modified Clavin-W~iinn relation, L~e., p - 4/3 for
cdp compute the loca l ams speed. Uoliortumtelp, this is a /I& < 1) wer inyn'isgaed. YAWhet relaoion is a non-
diffcult to achieve In practice. The fame Waed depends Isiar equalion that requires beratlon at every grid point and
upon the dissipatloo meduailan md therefore, the henual at ever does Step fn delarzae the turbulent Game speedl.
structure of the fame ts". Decamss the wmer of grid This Is coeqautatlowaft very cipuemie and therefore, to
poinsae m da htd -In MA, theaeme sheet seanot be resolved reduce comutations! selort. an appunsacht Is being Inple-

adqtl.Also, eli nuemarical schemse involveso- form mensted In which a be -or tabl of ar=*AL *ni I& a) is s
of sriiilds~eln ithier eupliciftl added to stWasb generated and then the tunbet Game spee is Aeer Ine
the cosapubetons or inqalisitl preen due to the dsrenfecing by win inerpolation ruIns I However, toce ti
algesoltbs. As a result, the ecrqnied feam dueture will be approach is still under develapSein in thi Study. the r

Melalydfused Said the tempordpeds!ain dhihilutlou of igqle relat Io NO Ie e aoveh av bea bw smomd to deter-
the heat release could be overwhelmed by nmerical diff- mie the turtulea Came Speed.

ohm i~n addition w o-ke Specifiaton at the turbuden Game
The VrAlima emocisted wit empoplag a elaeslcaJ Woeed, the Weda of heat; releese saut be included to couple

hebs-eAte model can be circumvwented by ushag a "e Posip thM efct of combusliion wdit the begi-scale UUanport. The
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chemicl eWr of the mdders is included in the formulation Urm speed for w GomIn a moderte Reynolds memer range.
by WOdn th qdeo eathalp A of ahe mitn n tb as aSme Impuutast physica prepertles, mash so the spatial
inw equation as A - 0,r + AjU(0-e.. ners, Ai in tew nas9fmmy at sdpM fbuhsdece and Ile allct an the
hast atf h a t as thIrede fuel, OP is the quocifi beatk lowcal e mome and the amount at heat release, were not
of doe Is~ condoem"tpnee and rb th mpuatsit. Included In thi approaech. Nawever, " shown earle
Also. N(s) Is an Deavyide functio 64Is a.d to dete- (Mamas and 3am, 1901), the major qualitative Interactions
soins the looaton of the faume. Here, the Heavydide fiaction bewee the laresecale yiesn ItIes nd the cambustion
Is defied sach thot X(s) - I when a - 0 and iwo else- beck release could be eaptured by the combo flame speed
where. The heat of formationmo *a the a determalns the macdeL bnthe present tdy. tiWheafet at naeammtom subgrld
smou at hmea relasd d~uring comustbiona and thus Is a Imbulsoce as the Imbolet ftemsseeyd and on combustion

cinadiof athea equivalence weth fa a given fuel. The pro- . . Ih has been omIncluded by wiga mhplrd mocdel far
duct tempsatige r. can he salnmted hera Simvest hat o for- taurbals kineti away end the detenoimfg the turbulent
=adti= by the relation Al - 0,(T, - rb)' where rTA is the Mamesquad based an the scaling relationshius described ina
fue l tampautues at the linle. nthe donulaloms, the cumin.- Sectio 2.1. The ookwd mocdel enad for this study is
Man praduct temaperature Is Iniialy queclled. and tohe d hat of doemfted In this section.

heaisn detemineod from the above mated expression for Recently, Seeman (1990) has P wApo z model for the
&I- mdzpld eddy viscasity which requies the determination of

Nf the Neavyside function, 5(0 - 0) Is moed ha the static the subld turbulent kbneti eergy. He employed concepts
eathelpy , , aIn to identlfW a level surface G = G. as the 11am the tmaditional R 3 1-- -agaengd second-order closure
flame lacatiom. it remulte in an i~nfiiely thin nlame wherever appraach to delive thi Model a&d showed that this eddy
the G = 9, level sortfacoideg , with the fuel temperature TI. viscoeity model reduces to the heangarluahy model in the
an the 0>0G. side and the product telaperature T, on the Incompressible ibmit. Although this model has been tested
GýCG* side. This sharp dieco~iultyu in temperature is lenpoo- Only for sAF49e problems. mach so decaying. compressible
siWe to resolve numerically when the G-equmation is solved as homoageneous turbulence (Zeesan and Squires, 1990). the
a part of the US transport equations. Consequently, mnunei. relevant feature of thi model is that the mahgrld kinetic
cal olenability can (and does) occu. To avoid this unavoid- energy Is computed in terom of the resolved fIeds to deter-
able complication, the curren approach resolves the flame as mie the makpld eddy viscoity. Sinmce, the subgid kinetic
a numericalily difmd flame In the 0<0<1i region. How- energy distribution is essential far the qucufication of the
ever, due to the explicit appearance of the local flame spe turbulent flam se qad, this model has been implemented to
in Equatio (1), the amount of heat releas does not depend determine lbs applicability for LE of reacting flow fields.
on the computed internal structure of the flame. Even when The fomulation begins by considering a one-equation
numerical diffitulon broadeans the flame, the flamespeed is moe fo doati ubln iei morg, an te
mat sevealy affected. The effect of numuerical broadening neglecting the convective team Dk IDI by using inertial range
was discussed earlier (Mesn= and Jou. 1991) and It was ecafin to show that the convective term is Much smaller than
shown that nmermical difusion does not sign~ifcantly afec the source termus of this A -tranuort equation. (This approxi-
the dynamics of the flame prpegation. mathon is probably inappropriate for the current problem and

77e proper hoplmsnatlon of the thin flame by Identifyr- will be relaxed in the future. This would result In a one-
lag a specified level murface as the flame m@wace can be equation subgrid model far the mabgpld Wnetic energy.)
accomplished by a new approach that has bees recently Without going Into the details of this furmaulation (see Ze4-
developed ha which the 0-equation is solved - IIIa the man, 190; Zeeman and Squires, 1990) a final expression for
mahpld domain rather thant in the resolved scale domain. In the mahplid kinetic energy is obtained ar
this approach, the euhgrd domain is fkarther discretied into
email cells to resolve the malcroecales that affect the flame k - 20A'III41' + 0h2 E~ - VS-A0 .'A 3

approach has an added advantage, In addition to the corrct Hr,£i h hrceitcfle a,~,~~adTae
!implemnataation of the thin flame model, since, within the reqeclvly the I aeflee (Erlbecher at al., 1968)
smalhl scale (Loe.. subgpid), the fismus propoplase at lb leio largoecale (resolvedi velocty, density, pressue and tempera-
queed (which is well defined for a given 6We) rather than at Ie.
the modeled trbulent flame quod. Any wblbaulnes tare, and k =: -(W ) Is the mubgld turbuleat kinetc energy.
choosing a turbulent Game quad model co be avoided, and - 1 9- E?. ste hotnsrI m o
to fact, the SAWNd praceses provide a maclumin to deter- Also Ou V-sj- + a, stedd m ntrso
mine the turbulent queed hesnd em the dome propagation and the resolved velocity field. The esianofts 0 and Pr'i we
turbuleat Mixing pr-se - esemitog at the smal (mubgpld) choosen ifor th sAn tdy to be OAS and 0.3, respectively.
scales. holaelay evolendle of this approach (Mesnon, ¶b skl dyvsoh ~i eae ateebl
1991b. Measo at al., 1902) bee deely dwwm the pateatilal of Tind s byr ath Ybol jI eatdt h ugi
thi no Os d"P Gansmae Atlpreet thi approach is km mg b o - '
heing boplrneated to study combstioan ~ha fty in remjete 0A£
end the rendis will be described In the st-e. A

232she agrume" Once V heawn, the makpld te-baie-mee b entity
(a - eO ) nd the I -uhs Gona quaed Vg -o be daelr-

So a practical rMjet deIs, the 11nslda memer o at the s d. This model is aoo s ied be didersol the tuwbudid
flow is -m- 1 hbk. A Wa of mobh a Aew regarso a va~li- WpdOuM a G apme; rn I 1In the Mmmons equations. Itme,
doted rdpld modeL DdUshp dmedls hr emwel' Sawa Obe pjd dsheases IA .h 160 ms banqueWPt,
have jog begus to be I is' d (4.g.tspshll at a., 106?, .- - )m isgvna
Zeean and N1es 1IM). At IsssS is 1" dew wha is gie
en III$pste IpdmdlfrSw u a hmt ~ Sa (4)
raajt sd ut TMe ambo sdamd (Mamoasnd Jam,
W90) wt the shee inle duet length wa. mldw eat ofth Closur of twshe mak term. Ippe1togIno the mrgy ban-

a cndm ot eddy visety Macdel and a combo tubulet quint Is al so conapleled mimi anath edy imathy moel.
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~The imi tem thatin to be modeled is: + .5,~ 2wI .j 5

le-i-r. ;ej.7 This SaonIs madeleasbe - a

w h a mT, o f d a mis d e t m i u i e b u m ( 5 )m m s t o be. -* s e a ~ n
(3).We Mnisdo bdw esrcmabeilon to the subgld

ubw%~~~~~mee shoswsemie anteidtm and bymi-g
A ~ -. (4 ipe dimensional eombly. WOW6 psings int daais

- ~~ (0) 1(MN. 1901b) the anb=dom dI Wo M ba h VI ieSM

Soon msodifcations we reqduird to hImpemet this model 0.mO eamd ii(9)

In I m eIc sow. MAInd hAV flW"i complex geometries.
The primay Issu is toInclude the effect of walls. hIt s well where i1i -Iji JA~". send Is a ranomember with wor
. Rw that walls ca inhbib the growth of t'~ubula' ekuo- smean and =it varkwoandeM Oj Is *eomminat of 0(1) taken
iWas and Woo Ieuc the length scale. Although a stetched hir to be 0.1. O. af esmtioo (8) and (9) bineuation
gri Is need noea the well (which will reduce the luagth cale) (8). the ftd -pmo for the twro-tmu wApid model is
-n additional correction has bee n md to me that the -
subgrid eka variation is modeled coerecily nuear the wall. Iq jt-~Ui A v~+0 w
Here. ehe wall dumaping model of Plamelli at al. (1961) is NO-pIi--Pj +O om - 1 i*J11)
wed to redefine doe iter width as Thi mdlIs n bin evaluated for application to the
A - A011 - asp(-g+*/A*")J where A, Is the chairacter~lc 1 11~u kAWt* San prelmiar vaiato studies
pri dam, r* - yads' is the distance thom the wail in wall dt have be caried ovit to detarmine the behavior of hi
Amis and A* - 25. With thi definition, the vAUii M inteea co.

role varias as 99near the wall. Care ala needs to be taken u idm els eoe nThnxteco.

when evsi'mtrg Eqamdlo (6) near the wail, sines, asp.ua &. gjDgUjj20 OF CCSUMUTON DETABILTY
A-.0 and so does the mabpld Wnknei energy h -*..

A maor mn or ES f cmple no iswhehertheBefore describing the active coutrol remalta, the features of
A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & simuate is..oo finB fcmle lw swete h stailty in the raw*e is

pr-m assumption that thes slid scales ane prinasuy die. descrbed. As noe eoe combustion instability bas been
dpetive (and contsin negligible kinetic energy) is valid. paet simiulated to two differen types at configuations: a abort
direct nmmmrical siulations of relatively .hnpler flows (e*g., bMe cobso wd a long inle combustor. The details of
Plo=Mei at al.. 1960) have demontalied tha the unresolved the shmulation at combustion insability in the short inlet

ai m a contain eignlflAn kinetic emarg and thus the comnbustor are discussed elsewhere (Ms... sowd ou, 1991)
phenomena of backacatter (kumsfer of emnrgy barn the =al and therefor, will only be briefly described here. Modt of
$aCSIG to the large scales) will have to be take into account. te simulations discussed in this section deasl with the long
Thus, In general. eqlustion (4) will not correctly reflect the &M cofmbustor.
precise Of energy transfer at the filter cutoff. To determine a
more general suhplid model for the eddy viscosity that taese In general, colmbtatmins tability In a combustor depends
into account the energy traner to and biarn the oabgrd upon vaious paraliwtaet much as the systemi geometry, the
males, we are curently studying a modified subgpld model flow parameters, the fuel type, andoth equivalencea ratio. In
that has an additional term fhr the beckicAtte component. A th eale stud (Menon and Ion, 1991), in addition to the
stochastic backscatter model was recently developed by flowparamete s (*.the Mach mumher M and the Reynolds
Chamoyr (1991) for application as a aubplid model. Now. MUnber Re) and the geometrical parameters (e4g., Li, Z,
ever, this model was developed in the apdeta space and, me Aiw.JAft; me Figure 1), two important thumochunical
such. is not Practical for application to complex flows and to peEmsflets wes idenitified. One Is 0 - TIT,. which is the
cosaplex geo 1ese.Beres, we consider an approach inathe ratio of the product twopzerature to the astanation tempera-
physical saece that constains the elements at the model tur T.; the othe is * = Adh. which is the ratio of the
developed by Chamov in the spectral apace. A beckacatter chrateistic da~m spe to the characteristic inle velocity
model wa also Mecent3 sho~wn by Lsith (1990). By carrying a&. For a fAmed fue mixutre. 0 can be related to the
out a 1ope p enom-o*oglcaI analysis. a simiar model has equivalnc ratio #, and a can be related to the chemical
been developed that mas ame results at the study by kinetic 11166 min the level of adpdturbulence. The effects
Clingyv. The bookc prop ala that we med to detive the at Weeping the genamekjica pea- the ratio between the
beclawter model mre: (1) foeard scatter ad beckscatteir inle NO trd wontara AmjA*, and th tharmochemical
m modele by tWO MMCA ihibetl dasen echaml, (2) he- 1umic 0 and or have been studied (iumon min Jon,

wad smatter is modele by a, eddy damping ta "u in the 191 twas de-l*eauhed, , ine rh with the other
spaciag I 1uet11 (results In eman aeo - * ler~ to eqna- pamg eld fixd woolbas thaie larwempnaltude, low-
iorn 4), (8) bahmicabher is modeled by a random florce (ash inusc Pin oscillmatos typlee of cmu s~tion intahil-

the spectral fomelaton) which snhie certain eomialaf (It ~IIn a miet.
ks aMeorre~lae In Vs wit a wee mean, and to mr that The inoatm of combstion ~behtayi in doe dmot Jinlt
It add a GAOt smoun of energy to the turbulene.Os, the m es--- le .. , On a condaat eddy viscosity mubpld
is proportional to At-". These Frpts w* discamed to model .. d Wass asumed twa the tab-dit-fame speed is a
mor dublaf by Chasow (1991). 008*at, 11o~ 1 perm -It of the mean inle velocity. For

Thind Ithe tl u* d eddt wbsoafty is & - of two this simulation, the releemm black lmbser was M - 0.8
tenan edtdamin tams vsan a rnodom 0MdWas Mad the reeI c Reynls" mue vu 10000. based an the

tams mo dot: inletAdu diaeer Mid a rabeem velodk of *4, a 100
,u(E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I 1),W - if3~'m. IPe the long inMe e-m-1sr, th dw pldI model
so, ) - OW.1) -IPO. dalbe In kIsme. 2.2 sa med to delsome the ISMph

wh re Is~ is th W tend oftd edyVisoty Md Pg,(l t) isn M them w 1ue 1 1meseadbilste eubit-r- Two
the mnad=m 181somtm TMe msdel of the eetsiepAc par dintiiosn wit NWch xmer 0OM sad 017 wer - "ed
of the Nb d ROYAneldeekes tam is them wrVhe asn do let Wd am p~l~ the - mas 1hr

-wc Uepnelds number of 20100 O hmmochaummal
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parmmwm*on and a hoe bld Insd at m 5 mmd a - 0.06 for of do donet oscillatiosm. Nt. thog, hr theprsn
ashew chest id" i Whime for " ham bit ON" only hmtbuiun, I bISe oidite, .As I I, y esoenmt of dw
0 ml 5m hnebld bead (dbes a, up It so honger a eooueank). domian 0=edldismm In linmMol hr dAvelepbscn treol dra,.
Far D =-5, *a peeled TVes. Was mm W 150 An spo. him. huh - aalysis t do b anaeell siuaions have
fain (gomedele) pmIes ah aN wed L, wate hmld hem. eum ou * I andsme of edo si remite are dis-
And far beth sisldoess sesspt for thm blat docd length sinned in thin aedion.
whNh&m warms , m Zj/N a 6.8 hr d be r Inteeilet The semcond aproach In much mor smpliated. This
-s lo, LIN a 22A far the, law bd smees. meho -ss a milug tecleane Momtadeld at &1., 1990)
Si odkobot in em bokh"0=6eib which imnetbfly invoi Mem Iuk be igh emesoblon ebula-

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~s -. u osnllyIdosotl"a a lu afw~sit a nuibe somuam be owed of the filte
Ombud efam ~sn n Jouit b I) santbd -a sbr to be usd har be camss pSI Thessn beassna basmmir nea bhe

ctl mured indeasy a d beoJoftl. 1361) ad mchow pressbe &AN sompubd usn es madtechp' can be com-
' pared toheamtua urnargyI p UPdIde by using the

-am Ire m an showan bFigure 3m. The oscillation - n U m yDm~ ta.(90
rapily reJmd a Musiftu cycle Mmd choM a tIp ofpressure aknb- bmn mitne b aad ta.(90
miagnuet. bthatI typica of wha Is obsemevd dafin eanab,.- and Oaove, (Ml6); bowever, all bek dudelem were carred

do.bamhit. A~ ~ ~ wh~ st* in spectral spme and hor simple Bom (low Reynolds
d~ong Intblt. A Jerge, bor a a low drdw prpgi muobr Imag~mi , I I m without boumdary *effct)

tbmbtecmblr* o mA1IS qnul anhsolW fr which dod simlaion mmd Feowler ftemmiorm analysis
wthe tohi lesdI vactlarge I I F p vertical , tho,. be werepossibl. The appicability of this approwech to study LES
Tcombinda at lexm s - o tw eqec ipe ctpbe dm s thmiei dfti physical secem b nota yet leer, bit Is under etuy.
6bowed bhat Obe dominant mode of omillatlan is occutring at To evaloats be aii omtoitmdyeilt
a 6euency of around 166 UmL The armplitude and phase of were mu-lmd out with grid revoltilon 0o32 ftz 64 and 250 x
bhe pra-' ocaeduio at vulom locations In dhe combustor 3R, nepemctively, tuing Manicla geametrical configurations,
was newly be ame, indicating bet thit Pressure Oscillation flow parameters an the am mdlild modml. For the firet
is smilar tjo be bulk-modm oscillation observed in smoe. =risem of minulatios, bhe mhplli model van buplurnmnted for

-xeimns bhe moment~um and energy transort Clasur. but bhe coupling
The Wcal tm ad th voreltyfiebetweeInd sbe m id kindeti energy and bhe turbulent Dlame

Thew tyica Fiuesi 2b d and be. Focm artison ty fxeied - speed was not carried out. A costaida turbulent flamne qnem

tal visaalitation at Imitb and Zuhodil (1965) is shown in moodel was used hor thea tedts. Subseequently, Obe flame qaemd
Figure 3d. Farther aonly* was carried out by Menon and was coupled to be mihulid model.
Jon (1991), and it was show. there tha many chairsacridtice Figuries Be and 3b chow respectively, be pressure spectra
of th" type of comustilon inebillty, such as &be preesure at bhe been of fbe raward facing step obtained usig bhe
and velocity fluctnton laveim, be phase relation between bhe imnee mes d bAte somes mesh with a eamialt turbulent
pressur and velocity fluctinisado, and vauioos features of bhe flame qpaed of in/in. Thm spectral analysis was carried out
vortax/flamm structure propagtion. qualitatively agreed with by using both bhe memn enum okoW method (Menon and
bhe experimntemal observations. Jou, 1967, IM,) and bhe standard FIT method with and
&2 Canliwiohombifty ine rem Lon b"Cmult without a prewbilemn Iflter. Simla kequeniclem wer

AmY In aD beens pectral analysis. In be spectral dafta
for bhe long inlet combustor, bhe firet huam addreesed was chow, here, only be frequemey Ih iicdo it considered

bhe evaluation of bhe new sawd model for application to accurats; therefore, no amplitude 2 -eato in shown. It
complexi reacting flows. Typicaly, validation studiee of now a.o be semma that bhe fine aned coarsem mneb ebmlations show a
mdipld models e -r crId sIot by comiparing bhe results of dominant lfrequency at miund 234 Noanmd 244 Ha, respec-
US (udvg bie adbigud model) lo bhe remults obtained by tively. 7U difference between bhe valuef the. fequency is

direct ameiarical simulation. However, such an approach In leas bean S percent and thus, It appoear bt hor bhe test condi-
itapeactical adt onl at pra, bit also in bhe fameesable done chosemashee, bes earn pid In capable of raproducng
future, due to Obe Inense computational ef~r (both bhum and bhe same domuinat node of aecliedon eman In bhe fine mash
memory) btW will be required so carry out dirctd simulations alulatiom.Th am plitude of bhe peassur aecilledon at bhit
of r actngfow. In compi. aelex. a3vIent IMI of fequecym m Wals mnememasred and mqmed L .v harsiilar
comnbustion insability In very expensive. Therefore, in bhe Inveit wen prei IIn both beesibeladins. The axial van-
approach ghame here, two Identical bIatl-oI with bhe adon ofte. pressur eampitude inbe inlet (chow. below)
amn smhpd model mm mauedIsitbut with two differet adeem ba"thbit arqec it b ses Standing hall-wave acomstic
gril resoluions. O *egn As guld ol moietesuealti in a modet a sipe debatislla of bes mseedic & q-enc by
celamgpin eM ear afdt t.Ti hudiqaie mgm ins beralesk. I = aft&j withe L m ii = m.21aand using bhe
Owe Peesem -modeled by Ase adipid model dame be grid woodof saund based as be t-nv -- asthbe inle gives
male cutoff moem Intowe *- --~ with e ma in beam sseqh8Aeemcy Thin, it opposes doe On blW duct aset
rill mesoiuml. Tmm seflno a tds **e backeata twon to as a leap-wavelength Memeati , ,ar
be @WMuid model -alsmd be evausiemd by muryla out euch w 4&adbdw@*Wa O vnefspcr
.snuadadons doeem a eAtd at the lower wsave~enr will In~ W IM se ar d We ew lever peti waeem ofudoistep qa r
seare horbe 3rd v 6s, beMissed her. BeW thess Woe dtmbmn. The low I IqIemeyam In Obe pme.
ever.dtar dsrelmb site hem bseden mldiscusbe behavio the Ow - IVS dwohMo ties vemd* IpsMa Flow vite-banie~asenat~ton bn bsea aglded; ils aeesvneo atem oflNeew Odd *Aemd be a beevuAti it sheaddo beebuedafr sempesm wS be daubeda in tho 0 1a-. dat il M I- - Ps 2ue bbmrbeqeI ele peem in be ver-

Two appeosthae to s bse dwcmpitmd evdls can then daiy "a it Is I I toe an leI vat. asedding at bee
he assd. Taw aed approehe InInto *I*o le& at beP Ibrde l Ie wIc oews henbes " m in b es eembeor it low

eeba (e,*.qmmy I t. 01 je ) the Iesasi flewi- iieud asd bla flow valm* It aemidaak. Nmerem bnte flow
ma" abe dom Pasveu estlneeymd as veloe"t to a - - seat"M In meseled, so vwetim "I* Ints a bug.
If -on be 6 OWe wifth 411ds be 1req-eany d phases emtseit vatt whchtean P uPIP dwanem at be
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low b.ay.The idib ofg the M ve rnfmmilhm and the dhMs doment mos rad IN 3m& A higher Iammic ofe
-hs mies. bat. the a pressur ad the smi volnity ONsMI at I"3m au s In sli tled press.r qpeda. The

3mtomtha urn g iOi proces has bass discussd bhimare Pauk~-oemk pram. 3m isn leve -mbs relatively
deaistob Mine mead Jam (136) flr She sheut hid mew The washosted beende ~mea hn One ullr simulto (Pigur. 5).
- umAibweb*ehiemeusi wth thu smiler chu Damme.. hi theleb bagmamey wvfth , da In the

do" and ab" with suprmumaia dao" (*.., blob and hid vdef he. abm been ub6,a 1k asperhonia sanil
Shboa IM 66; To at al., 1901); thirds,., thib dfacmalomi 8 gidl (Dsulinm 1660 yo atM. 1661). Tbb Meaui ag-
edaIt I here. -m that hel I '=I mode of aseliae. ha may m -o

The sh two simulatonm a at so a veclva caeposmat. 2he aseadk oillod at the 244 Ba
Moat~~~~~~~ kaddfae~a.T d m ed. ~ - h the eIN. doialn Iss la. h a.r donut hin the

tubdMAW" Smes40 To deemieda If .Inlso of o 1 however, the p is and the mdai velocity qmo-
variabl Ou l Asen woo moe dd Ona IS the bla do show theI ofeus thi 1bb eqan ThI&
flmoe, anter shoolwm was - , ,ota the tubln caa be ai hIn 11g. We and Id which show respectively,

ed 15a nd 4 h. computed so a Mndion o. the ibods *mblan the prsura spectra hIn the =Mdd at the blat dut and the
wohe S sand doi turaoanc e. ~I 11 a'. Fo thi salameon NX vdt speom Just i 6 o the =*plane.
wood of Oz =0.5 so/o use mod. Thib value of Si was. The pbs.. relat bdois thu yp -aend velocity nut.
chshen rathir sobbrarit. howeverxupeimntaual dafta tualm mes he domhnsad! ftum 1gw.. ft and ab which
(Ouder, 1960) @b, ot thatsb value of S& Is hi within the chow resyedlvy, the Nbsh 0.32 and Miash 0.11 case. far

eag deterinhed for Ey type ot hydroarban tmbfel (e~g., the hkighe Mash misr coe, tho Pum at the huei at the
mithaneoafr). dep and the eadimihse anh velocity as the dumep plane mu

Jig.'.S& show, the compued presoue spectra far Web cloorty out-of-Pbas. The veloity fluctatiosa peek-to-peak
siondatom. The daminned haquemcy bs nerytesiea levedi b eoad - 70 pgree-nat the am eavliocley and the oecil-
iave hin the eariir obsoubdua. (11pm. 3). This hidicaes that bum. fequmnc bs the aa the kequeney am hin the
the - -mr soeclllilon bs behi coodrolled by the foet duct Iraw Goeld. Nwevir. fo doe lower Miach aumbur em,
asosidim. Elmoe "b siu o def wa then thuostdy d veloity fluctuatio a. mw both the low frequancy al 8?

active ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ coto ehius311-mlm f h as t and also the high 0 1qenc at 244 EUL The peak-to-peak
carrived sorLSmo tcheque., rtersauly ts the datasse wee* level of the low frequency bs gahi wound 10-60 percent ot
Figrr~edc lb mehms the puhe Irei t. are dbe" atthersep fo temss velocity bit the higher ftequency chow a munch

thib siulation.. The low frequancy oscillation with a peak- oafu sonlv.ThP--Dctti nteohr
to-peak level at wound 20 perc-I at the mean pressue b hsAnd chow. only the low Aequency mode.
uaw. This b saouwbat lower then the level seen hin the eam- rimw vhaulheti of tho flame and vats stucture mu
lNar shart Walcast- but bs cosstn t with the levels observed shown in Jgures 9& -- a-g - 3 d. Two tbas osoto mut
hIn a simhilar w~wrbasinl teA confguation. Als. bIneresidhshmmig chts Vlua ind lb chow respectively, the flame stut-
to naoe Is that the promme scillation no longer meitldah a tewo and vasiicty Gold at an buiarn wI - there bc a large
eostankamp~litude in thns when caompared to the earlier vmrKtinlfl MA M Ies~ pra in the middle at the samba-
had blo Came (Figure 2a). 6or. 11gw.. 9c and 9d ch w. rqidlv*y g anathe ideta

The anmplitude at the 244 Ile pressure oscillation hin t when there Is no large deur IreI and a vastax ha. just
tol an Indo ombsto wa coputd ad te sfalvsrsý been abed barn Oth di crir. Anolyde of the .abgrl

tion of the amplitude naumalbed by the preawe amplitude at amod o mdurpfld (okbe shown bIndsictesd with he arg
the be au o sthe dp bs chwn hIn lIg Go. Note tha the vamo. 3m a n d suiem his~~ Masoitdc with the arge
a -aub bs, chot Velate to the location at the 6diP. an h aern an th nsetauba In 18e ( 1which b aimalies
Althougch the amplitude values.. computed by the FiT a M th tacbomn bases wed (which isa a mefiasre
anelyds bs rot csamidered very assawat (due to the finit wat 6. Urulaut romcwuns) largs miase dotic..
amut at temaporal data available), the aidal variation Mg. rato m-se q e
ged the arenI at dandlu helf-wave acoustic mod hin the The simuldted defta = the combadhm lehy hID both
combustar. The amlikkde bs a wmk hin the combustar the chort and the Isag bid dudct e~a~a were them
and the level hIn nearly unsheugad hIs the Id' combustr. maed So dtudy mdv.ed h Sasheqm&u This skud bo sk
11gw. 4b shows the opeas aftheo mdl velcifty at the anduu hwver , -ee idrh remIt, have beew
ondufth Jed spaiame at She dump Plans. The saw low obbahed and ar discussd his thaset ud alom.
m quan3 must hIn doe presue and voaticiy ipesba bs prI
hIn the felesy luaskhe.o. 4L ACTI!Y300UTBI.OW GOMMUTSOKIDTADEJTI

lame I I Iad have u~astd that the lehilt- Vu e. adee faachlambiq have beenstuduied hIn
mocsi~mis y nowad be pw* aoods hi In-oe sand there the pad The as@=*i heaedbttch intesbqe be baeesucncess-
ma be a eanvadive eampoandi to the ImbbOy whichb Is W asd to ased eambillois lmloly, beth imp In-
ra Iided toiyats math, b the onshedar (64, TV at OL, taf and inmurtaay. b tho pfa Moutk the sum Is an a

166). Nusulaa doom.a of d sum . (e as sand J., "sishque am beem s mbemn the -d h3eat
1160; JOE and MOM... 1660 Is nmpd essabms hav abm uonet In the Somader IN esied el th loweilq scy aaca
shown that a eaplad aaý e uwutm; made sme mis is than.ds Aa appreash 0 i dusadhate by LMOgan- e Semdus.sThe2%9 1 a datmbnad hased mneb earn o*sand Deeper (IMS) emloed maandury tj 1d) Wue
pled nads amillelim bs ed~ u bus do of a pure aeostdic bijadis P Jed mea at the Gae belder, Is this tech-
rsaeft madle. To dawme * a imlr namnim myr be does, the animal motme s G&Mus heat in rule o
posaid hIn modlit gy, anitr ~dian was amuaid eat, -a itheo "sm e ma olmms his the .. ' .a
simia I* that shav in In Vre 5, bat with a Mission blat MOM auh mead Dump. (MN) AOi 0 bath dandy sand
NINIII IIIIIerNN af U.1. 1VS116 &m 60. h pum Wedro pabd naaiyh d -- IIedbm son I edadiv IN Wom o
at the Mau stte dip he tnbb Monsimn and 1!gwa T 4b &a the dahI. Tu dos chewedotht so le e.h the
tAw. the P e "' at the -OO leaam. II sm ba ma tieim mw le tM bs possile dime the -sdIeI

w10 h the111 danm i the Mlash UUer (obiahad by alew. dabl obasuoan at a hbirb hmi-a sells than pad
da a th id law amVelocity), the domamit rqec i ulbe 11' milv eadul.



Ib the 1~ we duo". - wsemie ebbalel mlq ftWm becoume mod 1u the poMa andofw this
Iadu 11i Wddl..a a.ee son peme Da" slowly andl a som @w mg andSullo oo be ovolial. Variou

Isal Inaliy lhi hajecinan buing mdulel. The *adlld vanham of Shi wmee w on being avabwad. The
Ia m Penan le In ,shema ps -I atfbatosfop VPe of sla~we wad 'WE In d~emn le w am a' 6 tha

bailkimdamansithe dsp.16 Mm jd hajaata (has mNM, md
r Alaleam) Is mod" Is hal 111w precatdll ~es. Meab 1a118 b SAM f~ie . the mxt vy &W flow rate.
thatwha Iesu lie Is InrouaceaaIs 68 th" * h psi- adlbe codtin W ~*necssr %t kil n the

may ml the aa1 3 hil ý me both (celd) bdde esmuy amiho. 2he OIL. &ý a) of the baje-
f. inal e ml d as"d d of , hajactis In a Go le in br doa sumer 4dul pab.f mad fie model do.
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Figure 3. Pressure spectra in the long inlet combustor using the subgrid model for different
grid resolutions. Constant turbulent flame speed case.
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Figure . Pressure spectra and time trace at the base of the step in the long inlet combustor.
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ACTI[VE CONTROL OF COMBSUSTION INSTABULITY IN A RAWENT
USING LAROR-EDDYSIMULATIONS

Suresh Menon*
Quest Integrated, Inc.

(formerly Flow Research, Inc.)
Kent, Washington

ABSTRACT be a more effective approach for contolling the cobsin
instability in a ramiet. To complement the experimental stu-

Combustion instability in a ramjet cmnbwtar ham been dies at the Naval Weapons Center (NWC) (*.a., Schadow et
numerically simulated using a large-eddy simulation (LES) &1., 1990, Gumnark et a1., 1990) a nmaerical approach to
technique. Premixed combustion in the combustor Is elmu- study active control methods Is also being developed. Some
lated using a thin-flsame model that explicitly uses the local resulte of active control using acoustic feedback techniques
turbulent flames speed in the governing equation. Two types were reported earlier (Idenon, 1990). This paper continues
of Instability are observed: a .nall-amplitude, high-frequency the acoustic feedbac control study and also describes
instability and a lage-amplitude, low-frequency Instability. another active control technique using secondary fuel injec-
Both such Instabilities have been experimentally observed, tlon that has beeni shown experimentally to be an effective
and various computed flo features are in good qualitative control system (e.g., anghorne and Hooper, 1969; Gutmark
agreement with eqxpeimental observations. The information at a]., 1990).
obtained from these sinulations has been used to develop
active control stategies to suppress the instabilities. Two 2. THE SIMULATION MODEL
active control techniques have been investigated: an acousticThsiuaonmdlseintssuywsdvlpd

feedacktecniqu an seondrcombustiody nd through a series of numerical eqxpeiments starting with cold
unsteady) fuel Injection. Control of both types of cobsin flow studies (Menon and Jou, 1987, 1990a; Jou and Menon,
Instability was successfully achieved using the acoustic feed- 1987. 1990) and culminating in the simulation of combustion
back technique, and the control could be used to turn the ins instability (Menon and Jou, 1990b). The equations solved in
tability on and off. Secondary fuel Injection also shows this model are the full comnpressible Navier-Stakes equations
promise as an active control technique to suppress combus- formulate in the axisymmetric coordinate system. The
tion Instability, numerical technique Is an umsplt second-order-accurate,

1. IN1TRODUCTION finifte-volume scheme based on MacCormack's method; it has
been described elsewhere (Menon and Jou, 1987. 1990a).

Combustion Instability in a ramjet engine is an extremely The runjet combustor modeled in these studies consists of an
complex phenomenon involving nonlinear interactions among axisymmetric inlet duct that is connected to an axisynunetric
acoustic waves, vortex motion and unsteady heat release. dump combustor by a sudden expansion. A convergent-
Typically, the instability manifests itself as a large-amplitude divergent nasal is attached downstreamn of the combustor.
pressure oscullation in the low-frequency range (100-100 Ha) Figure la shows the typical ramujet configuration wsed in
and is very difficult to control. When the amplitude of the these studies.
pressure oscillation reaches som critical limnit, it cancae
structural damage due to fatigue or can cause an engine 2.1 The Namarical Model
*unstart,'which occurs when the shock in the inlet duct is Tedtiso h ueia oe n h aiainsu

expeledto (m abow bac ahad o th inlt. his dies have been described elsewhere (Marion and Jon, 1987,
phenomenon of engine unstart is one of the most serious 1990a; Jon and Manon, 1987, 1990) and will not be repeated
technical problsem encountered in developing an operational here. However, some pertinent susues related to the imple-
ranijet engine. In recent years, a major research program was metto fO nueical boundarycodtnsw
undertaken, both experimentally (e..g, Schedow, at al., 1987; retaione hecodiioe.r
(lutmark at al., 109;* Smith and Zukoshl, 1965; Sterling anid iedhr.
ZukoshI, 1967; Hedge at al., 1967) and nuamerically (e~g., Fra the spatially developing flow problem studied here,
Motnon and Jon, 1990a, 19Wb; Jou and Idenon, 1990; the Inflow and outflow boundaries are computational boun-
Kallamsnath 4A al., 1969), to determine the mechanisn of the darles. The Implementation of proper Inflow/outflow condi-
combustion Instabilityr. Attempt& to contol combusmtion huota- tione Is very Important to ensure that no spurious (numerical)
bility using both pessive sand active control techniques have acoustic waves are generated. In the ramjet model simulated
also beeni carried out In the pad (see Cul~ck, 196, for a here, a coavu--gent-divsrgent noesle Is attached downstreamn
review). Passive contol methods that typically involve strie- of the combustor. This is siniler to a reel operating ramjet
tural (ILe.,geowskical) modifications have proven boufficlent configtra". The flow through this nosel. Is chokied, and
for controlling the ls~ew-Beusen hablfty. Recent expari.. the oulfloow at the downirsernam eulquatloel boundary is
mental studIes (e~r., Gulami ad Maud, 1060; Langhorne and supersonic. line. at a isupersonic cuiflow all characteristic
Hoopsr, 1069; Sehsadva as al., 1060; Oudaw at al., 1969, waves DAL., the aecustic wavres, the wopy wave and the
1990) sppst that the use of active contol techniques may voetfty -wve) wre outgoing, the Imposed boundary con&-

dons will not affect the helrflow field.

MW ~b,4toAemiess hoes o Asesmeses



For the ramiet configuration shown in Figure It. subsonic distribution mudt be accurately computed. The flame can be
Iaflow conditions we employed. These inflow conditions wae treated as a discoejinuiy and numerically captured as a
simlar1 to the conditions used In some of the eoperimento smeared discmmnouity as lowg as the intportant physics, such
(e.g., Oulamark et &L., 1989). Numerically. at the subsonic se the amount of heat meisses at the flame shoes, can be accu-
haflow three boundary conditions (the stag-eton pressure rately computed. For LO of prenaixed combusation, such a
the stagnation temperature and the local flow inclnatlon) are thin-flame model isa good approaknstion, since. in LE the
epecifed corresponding to the three Incoming chwaracestcs large-scale coherent stuctures are compubtatonally resolvable
(La., the vorticity wave, the entopy wave and the right- feeaties, and the finns is only thickened by the subgrid tur-
rumming acoustic wave). The characteristic variablet carried buleft diffuimon. This model is als preferable to models In
by the outgoing acomstic waves is determined by solving the which detailed finite-rate kineticass- considered. In finit-

-adaa decoupled interior characteristic equation. rate kInthics models, the nmnerical siaulation are presumed
Although thi ad of boundary conditions is physically reason- to compute the local flume speed imaplicitly and thus the
able, there is potentially some uncertainty In the qiecification amount of heat release. Since the flam speed depends upon
of the stagnation pressure since, in imiskady flows, it would the dissipetion mechanism in the flume suctwe, this iaplies
contain a contribution from the time derivediv of the yelo- that the Internal structure of the flumes musk be resolved (Wil.
city potential. The application of these boundary conditions limns, 196U). However, this in not practically achievable,
knpleso a certain 'inapedonee condition. Zanlier, the charac- since in LES the nunmber of grid point tha can be used as
terheics of the current Imapedance condition were excamined limited by the capacity of the computer, and therefore an
by a linearied analysis, and the condition was proven to be adequsite resolution of the flame *tucture Is not possible.
of the dampIng type. Thus, pressur disturbances reaching Furthermore, all nmanwical schemase have some form of artifi-
the inflow boundary will not got amplified. clal dissipation, either built into the scelame or explicitly pro-

The above noted uncertainty due to a subsonic inflow cn vided to stabilise the computations. Thus, the computed

be avoided If the full ran%*e configuration as shown in Fag- flame structure and the local flame speed are contaminated

we lb is modeled. For such a realistic ranijet geometry, the by the numerical dissipaion and could in fact be completely

inflow is aprsonic andi all characteristics weicmn. overwhelmed by the numerical difftusion.
Thus, all conditions can be specified. The supersonic Inflow To circunvent this problem, a model for prenaixed
slows to a sonic condition (chokes) at the inlet thuroat and combustion beand on the thin-flame model (Williams., 1985;
then becomes supersonic again for a short distance down- Kerdstin at &L., 1988) was incorporated (Meown and Jou,
shrau of the throat. Further downstream, the flow becomes 1990b). In this model, the local turbulent flame speed %F
subsonc due to the inlet shockt that redsies under stable con- appears explicitly and isdetermined ws a function of the lam.-
ditions in the divergent pert of the inle nookl. In a practical Winr flame speed ag and the local eubgrld turbulence intensity
ran;Je device, It has been noted that the flow oscillations s' using the renormanliation group (31(G) theory model of
downsteam of the shock in the inlet diffusear may participate Yakhot (1989). The effects of detailed chemical kinetics awe
in the flow oscillations in the combhustor (Bogo and Sajben, contained in the laminar floame speed, and a programs variable
1979). The shock also undergoes longitudinal oscillations G is defined which is governed by the conservation equation
that, under some circunstance, can become large-amplitude spa =- a 'Val (1)

osiltosresulting in the engine umatat phenomenon S aio
described earber.

wherm W are the fluid velocities, G=1 for the fuel mxture,
The full ramnjet engine in being numerically modeled in a and 0 = 0 for the comnbustion product.

new study. Although a detailed analysis of this study will be
presntI elsewhere, some preliminary results are shown in The turbulent flame speed fAr In given by the iNG model
Figure 2. Figure 2s. shows a time Sequence of vorticity con- a
tours in the ramiet during cold flow in a full ranijet engine. ,_ r2
Figure 21a shows the typical Mach contours In the combustor. ep-I(2)
For this simulation, the shock undergoes only a small-It
amplitude oscillation about It; sAbl location in the Inlet Yakhot (1989) found that Equation (2) correlates quite well
diffuhfer. Analysis of the flow field inicates that the boun- with varios experimental observations. The lanmiar flame
dary layer on the inlet duct wall unndergoes unsteady sepair- speed contsais information on the chemical kinstics and the
tion downsteamn of the inlet shock. This separated shear molecular dimipatlon; once the local subgrld tiabulence
layer rolls up Ib" coherent vortica structures as seen In Fig- Intensity is determined, Zquatlon (2) can be used to find up
we 2a. The boundary layer sometimess reattaches on the inlet for a given fuel mixture.
duct wall before finally separating at the dump plane. Down-
dreem ot the dump plane, this separated shear layer als The chemical heat release is a finactlon of 0 and the
- dergoes vortex roUll as am in earlier cold flow studies spcii chemical energy of the fuel mixur. The chemical

(Idenon and Jon, 1990%). Complex vortex madam nd Doug enery CC the mItur is included in the foramlation by epeci-
Ing processe wea observed in the eomusto as a coam- bfylgth ewpecific anhalpy & of the mixture in the energy
quince of the boundary layer esoparaton in the inleut andmtpaon as & - 0,?T + hvO. Here, 4, Is the heat of form&-
the shear flow in do co~mbso. &fau of the fBow hatue Mon of the premixe fuel, OP b the Weise heat of the Mix-
obaeesve during this sudatin (mand In etheir simulations not two at constant reea, ad Tie the tea e. The heat
shown hare) we In good quamltative Cp .en with the at formation of the WU~ mineetiel I~el the amount of
nNobsrtow by Bojer and SIbame (1979). Currently, combus- heat released duft g IU hm - I end thus Is a fu1nctino the
don Is being intite In the full r~no", and the results will equialec raof a given fed. The product temperature
be reported In th Moe s an be eosoted for a given heat af hemalon for the fuel

by the relation 41 - 0,(r,,- 1j, who TI. Is the fhad
L2 2b00d~mm edsi twseraawe at the inlet. In the sismuaktiom, doe comI aIon

product -amIa- - Is initially specified, and the heat of for-
To shmalate combustion Instability, an accurate evaluation mation is determined fro. Wqmmton (4).

sof uth eatca heat release its requfed. wn t p spuarthel Duo to the of"ri appearance of the local flame speed In
mean ofheatrelese nd e tme-dpenent petel quaIoIn (1). the amount of heat relesef does not depend on

2



the computed bInernal irucktire of the Unam. Even when Gelilen invarlece (et-g.Sposiale. 1I6U; Gesmano, 1900).
nmexrical diffialon broadeas the flame, the flame speed is Sic the abov e yeelisn t ykoperatiosnal, all mmunla
not severely affacted. The effect of numearical broadening is dions carried out so fr were for flow. in a moderate Rey-
shown in Figure 3. In a discontinuous Assue model (FIgureS nokle nmber range. Tiis is cmadwa a &16 stop towerds
SU), the flamie propagates at a velocity up Into the mixture. miderstandisng the complex physical processese Involved In the
Therefore, the eamount of fuel converted to product is propor- radtco d To moe the disiptive efflecis of the
tional to uspAf where At is the timsebep. Whem the flamne is msugrid turbulence, a consaank -~vicosity model is
broadened by numerical diffusion, the uneared flaw stl emloed a~ ddy-viscosity Is chosen to be the laminar
propegates into the hial mdirke wish Gsum speed up, and the disilathu coefficienk at the reference temperature aNd can
amount at 6We sake converted to product Is approxi- he viewed w a ~siple su 1rd model, as noted by Ferslger
mmat*l the seine w In the discontiuous flame model, se c- and leslie (1919). A *um value of the waubl turbulent
be seen in Figure 3b. Itswas shown mearier (Menion "Ad Jou, intensity is also used, typically a small percentage of the
1900) that numerical diffsion does not significantly affect reference velocity. Som imaportant physical properties, such
the dynamics of the flame propagation. as the spatial nomnilhemmlty of subgrld turbulence and its

2.2The 0 ~ _ eoUMd ffect on the local flamseed and the mamout of heat
release, wre not Included at present. However, as shown ear-

In a practical ramjet device, the Reynolds number of the tE- (Memio. and 3oa, 1990b), the majo qualitative biesa-
flow is extremely high. A LES of such a flow would require domns between the large-scale vortex strctures and the
a validate subgr moodel. Subplid models for compressible combuetion heats release have been captured by the present
flow have just begun to be investigated (e~g.. Yoehisawa, sinmulation model. The effect of nonuniform subprid tar6-
1986; Erlebacher at al., 108?). At present, it is not clear bulance on the turbulent flamei speed and on combustion ins-
what as an appropriate .abprid model for flow, such as those tability will be Included once the one-equation subpid model
in a ramjet combustor. It is, however, apparent that to close described above has been fully implemnented.
the combustion model described in Section 2.2, the subgri
turbulence Intensity must be determined. Therefore, a one- 3. IMULATION OF COMBUSTION DISTABILIY
equation model for the stubgri turbulent kinetic energy of The details of the siniulation of combustion instability in a
the form ramjet combustor wre described elsewhere (Menon and Jou,

M + -- nA=Pk - Dk + (3) 1990b). The present focus is on active control of the numeri-
at a3* a5, 6* cally simulated combusation histability. Batore describing the

is currently being evaluated. This model can be viewed se a control studies, however, some Inmportant features of the
simaple extension of Schumann's model (e.g., Schmidt anrd computced hismbIlift aret describedl in this section.
Schumann, 1969) Here, p and a- are, respectively, the filtered In general, combusation Instability in a combustor depends
large-ecale (resolved) density and velocities, and *k I j.ai.2 upon various. pameafiters such as the system geometry, the

2 flow pairameters, the fuel type, and the equivalence ratio. In
is the subgrid turbulent kinetic eneirgy. Also, Pk and Dt we, the earlier study (Menon and Jou, 1990Gb), in addition to the
respectively, the production and dissipation of k and we Dlow parameter. (**g,the Mach number M anid the Reynolds
modeled here as number Re) anid the geometrical parameters (e~g., Li, L,

At = V& PV1(2S!,SIj) (4) 4 1 .j/A*; me Figur U), two Important thermochemIcal
and parameters were Identified. One Is G = T,1T., which is the

ratio of the product temuperature to the stagnation temnpera-
2 Su~tre r.; the other is o- arow which Is the ratio of the

= o,-~- (5) characteristic flame speed to the characteristic reference
A Alvelocity %q,. For a fixed fuel mixture, 9 can be related to the

18%* NU+!*)i h tantm ntrso equivalence ratio #, and a can be related to the chemical
-( the ai eno I er.o kinetc rate and the level of suabpld turbulence. The effects

the resolved velct fil an b1 i the subprid eddy viecoei- of varying the geometical parameters, the ratio between the
bty, which is related to the mhgvrld Manetic energ by the rein- inet and throat arse A&,/Af, and the thermochemnical
__o parametere 0 and a have been studied (Messon and Jou,

1 ~1990b). It was determined, that Increaeing a wit the other
C. h2 At(6) parametr held fted excibee the large-amplitude, low-

- ~ & A, (6) frequency pressure oscillations typical of combustion Izthbil-
wher A, is the characteristic VW id m~. Also, Ok, 0, and 0,. bty in a ramjet. This kntabiity was also excited when the
we coestania tha will have to be determined. Same prellm- wase ratio Aw&u/A* was Increased. The ame ratio Is

inery estimates for these coensotea can be obtained based on Increased by reducing the nominl threat arme A*. Thi
the studies by Uchumar. Owce A is known, the subplid tur- decreases the inlet masflow rate and reduces the inle meain
hulence kiesaft11 spek In Equation (2) can be easily nlow velocity %n. Thi.,i the effect of IncreaIn the are ratio
determined (W - ' ). Tbb 6 equation model can also be can be binerpreted as -n increase In the eaective them.-
Maed to determine the turbuisii sudgrld flume appearing in celimical parameter =, - ar/* - ON41%/s.J. This appears
the =masenh= equalom aft an approach similar to that to Indicate th air =y be a more gessral thermochemIcal

de Nbe by Ichussusn (e~g..Uclmnld and Uohuamenn, 1969). 9a 1 -- than ..
At prI n this model Is unadergoing evaluation using the In this eactia, two simuations will be dsredthat

hi reujet v 3 aynd fteat coakmdfln simiar to soemm gase two differen types of combsti. instabillty. a
po , qr si (Oniqt at al.. 1966). However, there an gusSel-mplitude, high-requency coimba Inslnhtability (Type
@111l Meay lees th at ed to be resolved, for enamnpie, the 1) and a inrgoeeimplitudle, Iow.&equsncy combutilon butaiii-
type of 101 1lag so be ismd, the effect of vs-able id distri- bsy (Type II). Both types of Instbility have beew obeervd in
katie., the near-wall nodlficatloisem tohe eddy viscosity (esg., various sigierimmael studies (e.g., Smith and ZukoMh, 10S5;
PSomel dt MI., 1990) and the PrOpe closur for the Leonard Serling and Zuhosh, 196; Schadow at al., 1987). The
and croes ter.ma tha the filere equations maintain active control al timee Instabilities will be the focus of this



paper and is described in the anou section. 11gwo Sd. Further waslysis was carried out by Mana= wand

Fo both the simulations discuissd haee the flow perame- iou (1990b). and it - diown thee that men charnacbwia.
loemuch an thre reference Raynolds nmbaaer and tihe reference tic of this T~ype U coWMblOn imisaty, such an the pius-

Mach embe we eld ixed~ Re= M oaet and velocity fluctumioas love*s the phos, relation
Machmaxabo, were bold the aet dRc diameter and Ath =eer betwee the- l prosore Mand velocity fluctuadtons, and Various
onc velocity of %,4 - 100 n=/sec The thiaolanacl lielyagreed withe vsawex/fslmel oseructie ons.tin fl
poususamaes D and a weo also bald fined at f =5 and tvl Wedwt zsbailoeaaim
P - 0.M. For Ur= 5, the product tuaopseatwe Tp wan 4L A~VCN W CW OOSmwSToU n.,*UzrY
1500 K. All spt- (goaomsklcml) pesametees such an ff. Li,
wad L wees hlad lined for both inuatidoms neopt for the Using the stored dafta for thoea two simulations, a new
wiarearat Per-er Aidd.JA, which -m increased from satud was iniited t 'ise I technaques for controlling
1.0 for the Type I WARN*t sieionad to 1.20 for the Type both typee of hobst~aa~e. ernaalthere we various
a simulation. This reanks In an Increase in the thermaochani- approachess being -oe-ideed. In gamarmi, active control dra,
cal parameter as from 0.042 to 0.04. In doe foBowing eec- Isglas Mel In three catgorlaso control using acoustic feed-
dione, we I - I sesars pertinant saftares of Type I and back (e~g.. Lang d4 aL, 1867; Po aot al .. , 1967; Cutmrk at
Type 11 combustio istabiities. al., 1900; Ichadow etal., 1990); control by urateady modifi-

cation of the inle mos flow rate (e6g.,Dcooddle at al., 1988);
8.U I~mo-A rHugatua UR-Fauquea hushllty (Type 1) and coan" by nanliulation of the unateady heat -ele in

Duig ~s obuto Isailtth rssr ocl tecmbso (ganlom n ooe.1969). Each of

hatio tha evetuall docys s dotonly hig-11rqueny papr, te fous o the umnrcal apisme thein studyhdyof

oscillaton remaine. Spectral analysis of the high-frequency aactive control using acoustic feedback and secondary fuel
oscillation showed a doenlawat peak at around 935 Vs. Injction-
Further anslydsi showed that this oscillation is a traveli.1AoutcFedacngsi
wave in the combustor. The peek-to-peak level of the high- 4 aitcFehc o
f1requency pressure fluctuati on is around 15 percent of the Active contol through acoustic forcing wan domouaskate
mnean pressue. an showmn Fi1gure Ua. This was around three earlier by lAng at al. (1967) wad Polmot at al. (1987). The
timese higher than that observed in eariar cold flow studies latter study showed that this technique provided the capabil-
(Mama. and Jou, 19900a). Although the fluctuation level an ity of turning the instability on or off at will, thereby provid-
email,. it is by no means insignificaut for a realistic ramjet lug a menans to study the transient behavior. It was also
combustor wand may be sufflienta to excpel the inlet shock. shown that the powe required for control was quite small

Flow visualisatian showad that the shear layer separating and that control c- be achieved over a wide rang, of phase
at the rearward-facing itep rolls up Into vortices; further dferences. This Indicates that the control technique is not

dowstrwn thsevortices undergo pairing an observed in an antl-eound approach, which would have required a
earlier cold flow studies. The flame front Initially redd~en ocfic pAse reaion. ReIcent studies at NWC (e~g., Scha-
along the high @horeer o in the shear layer, wand as the vor- dow at al., 1990; Outanark st al., 1990) have further demon-
tex roilop/paklng procese occurs, the flame Insalrined ino_ r" that acoustic feedback control of the combusation ins-
thre vortical ductura. The typical Ownm structure and voeti- tbiity in a rankAje mp configuration is possible.
city field distribution for this simulation is shown in Figures A typical acoustic fesedback system ansed in the expenl-
4b and 4c. For consparisan, a flow viosulintlon by Smith and insid hiorolves a lowdspeaker/microphone system in the
Zadiaskl (1965) hor pre ad *stble combustion in a two- active control loop. In this techanique, the preasufe sigma is
dimnsnional combustor Is sciown In Figure 4d. There is qual- snamed at same chosen location using a microphone (or a
itative agrement between the numnerical wand experimental pressure transducer). The signal is analyaed, phase-shifted
observations as discussed in Menoon and Jou (1990b). (or time-delayed), and anspiflfed, wnd then fed back at same

other chaosena location wing a loudspeaker (see Figure is). if
8.2 lerusAglbe o Ikqeaq=lnduftmd (Type I) the cosiro signal from the loudspeaker destructively hbier-

During a Type HM conambu esIstion, t.bI5 prssr fie hlres with the prossur oeclllation hin the comnbustor, then the
bastonssho a neg-sopliade lo-fiequncyosclhaion oscillations will become damped, thereby achieving control

with peeka-to-peek beik a'und 50 percent of the mean prve- o aisaiiy es ms olnlsbnbe tde

rAFe, as 1- m ain Figure So. The oscllation rapidy reachies a ----icll. To aaccount hor the effect of timea delay in the
Hooking cycle and show a typ of pressr signatuire that Is contol system, a control signal was chosent such that
typical of what is oheonare daI Ig esanboation insability. pt ep,(-)(7)
The flome propagation is quite difer a n rm that observe-

daiga Tope I hInsailiy. A hege booked-flme structure boee go as A#-ý is an usenilflcaion pes ae with A. a
lroIegae through the combustor at a low frequency, and P
asochlaed with thin flume Is a loop'gee voAti eandat (typically, A, - 0.2, mome otherwise specified).
eel Iku-tte. The eonshined voexie/flemse skucture pro- Rare, F Indiates the tima earsn value at the yrenmr and the
ppegat through the eonalusor at the -am low f1requency. prbeisndicate ean- ftluctuallon. ha, the subscript sp
Ipednal analysis shoedotht the doank mode of oscilla- anad aHd demote, rWespcively, the loudspeaker eod the Micro-
tont Is occurring #At a frequenc of wround 166 Ha. The phne 0m theO acoustic pressue is I - I~ by Rquo-
anaplitude and phase at the premsee oscllation &At various don (1). the aesodic vadlciy %p generated by this pressue.

Iato hin the eousautor wa onsary the smie, Indicating fctAtionm at the loudspeaehr OPbe isdau db mg
tha ths reie scilla"o is dollr to the b,&-naode osclý- the ascousic reain. pp Ue. p3m,, end rei the

lotion ObsNV ed in so - Iaeh e ampestmmbed seasn d Mtyad woo of sood.! respectively.
The t)PIca flam drIw en- d the Toricity fild aus The loudspeaker Insmondeled a sa- adisbatic, anowdeflytic

shown in 5iae b and Se. For I doai onth experisem. awbee (Le .~ A -0 enod -9 a 0 . where a Is the normal

W vbdbow o In"andSubW (1") In direim) Tyicaly. n rd pobft aohm the been of the

4



stop were need to moidel the loudnseaker surface. Tb. for a certain range of tim delays.
parameter r is a elpecified thoe delay between the signal Flw, M d of the flsame prop.. during &CUT*v
recorded by the msicroplioas and the control signal used to __ .~
drive the loudpeaker. let the usiuulationms, the time delay r/ 7 _otolsoe a m so -tm Wdb dw amchng-i

where 7b the time perio of the oscillation (T W 1*07iUS aned sinfcan winnow drov thekiatur my sh in the unrse
for a Type 1 oscillation and 7 W6.02 ain for a Type II ele itatim Migu 4b) ftoin i rao 13we th1 Of the I M
oscillation), is speagled prior to hinitition of the active con- becuctuationvithe dcombusetormcy ascreasestfrl
tral. At prset a systematic study of ts e~ec of Varying bs e tome assuad 1 he . h the domnan is - ui 3f, h
the thue delay (or phase) bas nat been carried ott. However, on_ US t0 ' H. b d undof h

som effec of wvrying the tWae delay have been invesi- trqac rwbct otew Wvle
gated, and the remalte of these simulationus aret discussed ~ A . .I fTp

The active ceko -'m"atelgy scloyed for the ecntol of a
LL1 Active Coaedof Tnpe Ihshiblity Type I ~hatlilly was them apple tOn the Type H instability.

Durig aTyp I nstbilty.thePresur flctutio atthe A typical thu. baum of the uncontolled presswe fluctuation
base n ao yefInaiiy the pr hw apa;t ea Ie oflwunduaionpw at the baeo the bes mp. dwivin this instability is shown in Pig-

bees of the moep Phossur as pek-owpa leiguel 4a o F o aru d 1 er- ue la. Cross correlation between the priw signals huni
cu.athr tu ntra of the menressur sow h Fge flucturtreneis the dumP Plane and the diffuer location & showed tha a
Shown agi shor theue ia.vAlcontrol palum ac hatowin is Pea neatv correlation occurs wnound r/7= 0.5. This is
m sh n eaind oein gw ta.e control l syae gie ySpain 7 shown hi Fi- ,gure Th. Thus, it was expected that the control
were chosand fobr the Ad.CoaoIlaw as laiven bnaysi utof (he eignal using a thee delay of rv/T= 0.1 will be effective. Pig-
wenechonrled forethe flcuations reatteion analusis ofnth we 7c show the Pressure signal with the active control eys.-
spsur lttocatonsda carrie ouuatl. aTthe mireslpahowne and Wein turned an with r Ti 7=0.5 for the seas thee period as hin
Fieakerb ocThioms carure bwdo fora.Te r/sl T s s how prsnr Figure 7a. at is dlear that the control stategy was quite
Plctigre ab. Thi two showaios tha fo arl a Perfec0lhe preum effective in reducing the pressue fluctuation levels. in fact,
lu ctutorrelated Thes twodicatesotha ar thus delay~ ciaot the pssk-to-peak level of oscillation, which was around 50

s* horrd e elate.Thiso Inicates tha eaw %he drelayudoe toac pecent of the mean presure for the uncontrolled case (Ftg-
eUro satl bhe baeffetie thie ste sihowscthve conreol usin we 7a), is now reduced to ahnost 4 percent (Figure Ic).
tu11 a at th b..Cearlof the coispe with autfctive otol n which Is about the ewars level as was achieved for the Type I

redu0.3.ci ealy the coa-t-ia p essre sluctaite lefetvel hmis instability. AN seen hin the figure, the control dose take acer-

Predcng th es peek-topercnak hema pres surlutato eve frm 5 in anount of thee (roughly equivalent to twon period, of the
percnt o ler tan 4perent f te men ~low-frequency oscilation) to become effective. However,

Figuret 6d show, the pressue signal at the dump plane increasing the gpin Paramieter A, reduces the overall times to
with anotheir thes delay of v-/T= 0.15 used for the control, achieve control as described in Masn= (19W0). The afect of
In this caem also the coutrol is quitet effective, with the peakL. turning off the control is shown In Figure Id. which show.
to-peak pressue fluctuation again decreasing to around 4 the presewer signal after the control signal was turned off at
Percent of the mean Prassive. This flgwe also shows the the end of the simulation shown in Figure 7c. Although it
effect of turming off the control at a later istge. The preswers take a finite amount of thue, the Type U instability retarns.
fluctuatio quickly recovers to the level, observed earirAohrwuainwscrre a iha hedlyo
With no control. Note that, for 9v/Tm 0.15. the correlationAntesiuaonw credutihatuselyt
coefficient is dill negative. This seems to masgge that, for a r/7=03 between the senamr and coeirol signal. Ina this
cham dwdelay. V th corrlaion I he case, crIa- correlation of the original signals (11gw. Tb) Indi-
signals firenz the mirophone and loudspeker locations is calas a doug Positive correlation. Figure 7. shmowth prep-

negaive.thenthe ontrl sw beeffetive Thi woud a signal fAr this control cas. This figure dlearly shows that
ieplyive. ther te coma ly be a m ective.w Thia s frwould the control is quite poort however, It is binereing to mote
conroly tha ther intbiiy be apane of theemdlay. fobsrvwhich that the Pressure flucuation level does decrease dowly.
cosntro o te In ah xeimeityi pmleA shadyiat er Obyservoatio Again, as hin the Type I control atudy, thetseiOmulations (and
was. mad0)Te y In an tpe h aetta jdy at rigC b h chaowntro others, descrbed bebienoso, 1990) sagged that there my be
wal (1a0) Teyicv shwedthinat indd thec teatrgte ontf -5-30 sm thus delay ra@ in which -pki contol of the has-ks
waseogree ctvsihna pc hs aneo 5-3 bility is posehibl. Purther siulations with deresmet thee

degree.. delays are Planned to maderiand the relestianaipi betee
That such an effectivenese rapng.h em of thue delay Phase MAd control offectivmn

esxids can be ascerthined from the simulations by coenqper I Th rpaeo of the vortext/fl... structure see hIn the
the pressme signal shw - in Figure Go wit thecle eale siase (Figure Sb) is also changed drailcally,
Idimse (7Pigres I. OWd Id). 11g. I show I 0Pesr with the flam ikructw M takinag a shap sh~ier to that
alggsil uigactive - -m"o- with A, - I and a time delay of alewe during the Type I hisability siuatin (F1gw.s 3b).
9-/Tm 0.5. Fer this chosen dme dela, the coreltioni codra. A typical U...i iructwee in the combumstor da ing contol of
cduat Ins1 aengl p ostiv t cas be ma In Figure Ob. Ut the Type U inbi~ality is show- In Flipare it, coireeponding

Iper tat In thic - te On s, eI - WO has only a small thed thue s---hmin Figure Ic. Whem the eonro is - me
elect en the high-frequenow veclflalon, and the peek-to-peak oW h loeaepiue Ion Assissev oscllaion reppar
flcuedon level is mad reduced. (figive Id) and the Game Iruiwe b ~ to a-tai to the

Inad th Ieureaa diias at NWC, the esmeor (micro- Impg hooked shaeli -e in grem Wb This is shown In Fir-
phones) was located I~ l , mioe tep bih~t d-wn we lb (eseresposidieg teo thie tk sh r n1gura Td).
dreins o the de -lss due 60 the11 rIibo m - posed by eklalyhOteprm finuninhecb-
anhe si e� ssiftsd lm. To al up u the tarbetywih ed wthod ctveess ell (Firs i end Id,

ebatof saiu a lb 5i~l dve~n, repectivel) wiss es iedet. When the comaot Is Im
Muss -a pe1 re 0 th the sno loeated ems imp heowh .- ,a, an 41niionku M e uUs frequenMcy Ne
downdess of the am -lne0i as In b Ip e (lo Inre. asnes to ITS Ra, but ase thes -e beeams effeciv and
lieson efigue 14). The sr~te of thisstudy (desubied e"rie
In Menon, 1900) aso, showd that vuiews eletiv only the praeesrs fluctuation level drops. oa* a high-frequency



fucudation at 1im 132 Mie rommhi The Increas hIn flut- injeced" saauif behind the step, the sold fadl amis the rec-
%nation. bq.sc daring active sosMlý is 61032 to that cubidt so.me uhere primaly hot product mdalL flum, the
obeavad during cootr of the Type I simmumti@ deaubed fuel * 11meIy igbep end bu N.owwrer, when eec..-
In Section 4.1.1. Whuath.P so Io I i turned off, the domnheot day fhed is Introdued qe mof dhe doem Ple, the P-
bequescy bq ~ to deI m mad the amlitae *ue. mary dreams Is dil M (cold) fued .d igallion will not occur.
MANl &Oft only the ow~bequmwq, inqepmpvkude occlma- In this can. the esaec of mccmimA Saed adiul will be to
Mion random. haem the tota - flow of the OWl irn the cembu.-

ft is else intuctive to loolt at the mcoomie powa used to tor.
drive the lomiqembe during the eosdo of One Type 11 kmm- The Injection condition e -, daksle~d by fadt
bility. Figure. 9a end Ob show the mcoustic power m a func- , r beseig a 6eeIeace kemtr M- iwm,,jI w here 'i
Mion of thee for the contra sebanimoem thaw in Figures Ic Is the sme flow make of the seondery fa Injected, end i

imd Te. respectively. Ewers the meomice pow- (in waftts) is is the roFermee flow rebe at the inle. Syatmetic vera-
delluede tsido of it has nA yet been mIo -c0t. An dnuations

'5described hes ere - G smie a it - 0.. This is higher
P . 221PO' r 6' (a) than the .escnudey fel flo rafte used by Lmmaborne and

02 Hooper (196). However. the - I runjet lsmameby. the
whem P& and ra ers the raWdia ieemoms oi the loudspeaehr. contr qim and the teAt soudlioms wer spi diffeoresi
Note thot, hio the aIbymmic geometry, the nodeled Im thihipreme e. uee hade o dd-
loudspeaker is ectuilly a &cktue ski of thickns (r2 - ,J I hIa chaoi cs of M r plhoned Ow the More. The mocon-
Figureý ts tawsv that, initially, the loudepeaker Is driven at a dery fuel teopermturswas ur shm. to be the omine smthe fuel
high pow- loyal, bat me the control becamees effective the tempeaure (TA) at the Puhimer inflow in the hak. The flow
powe levele ales drops off. Figure Ob aboue that, for the Inclination vur specified depending uspon whether it is axial
ca where the -ceIl Is las effective, the power level k Injection at the hem of the step (9 =0) or normal injection
spile high for a lonver period of time. However, it isrI the nletd (a = 0). The injection preesuraý uee sham
,iere- g to mote that as the -o.' - becommes slowly effec- depiending upon the typ of injction control sydan used.
Wie (ma Figure 7e) the powm level also bogom to drop off. For deady injection, the Injection preesura uas the mue me

Theme defta indicate that for affective coutrol of the Type U the prinary inflow reference preesure. For pulmed injection,
hatmbllliy, a hsge powe level is required only for a short the injcinpesr sa Sfunction of thee depending upon
thee lollally, mad as sctol becomee effective, the overall the contol function used (described below). Finally, the
powe squkd becomes quite low. The acoostic powe kindeton velocity is determined using the pre i te and
required to drive the loudapember during contra of the Type the other specified flow conditions.
I inamhiiy (not thown here) is much lower (by an order of At IreeI, only a few sinulationa wuing both eteady and
ameDultds) wham cmVare to the power requirerentsi hi usmeady injection have been carried out. However, the
the Type U contro. Thus, the pow requidruones for colm- results obtained so har thow somme Iuteresting effecte of macon-
*011ing the Type I Instbility rma~nsi quite low all the time. dery fuel injection on the combustion Instability mechanim..
Thbb coampeted low-powe rqufemu hi1 mablving cont"o Sam representative results awe discummud here.
b in qualitative mreesmean with the experimental resulte of

Poutat ML. (1907). 421 AedkeComiol of Typs I avmilfty

4L2 Adhum Cmirl Udm Semmisry Fuel laje~mn Two simulations aer described here with secondary fuel
Anoter cbnm tat m bw I tobe uit efec- injection as acontol Iydun The refereace uncontolled

Wenonthrotechniqu that ha beqeny Inthability be q iuitaee- fitsion urng the Type I hmbdfity ur the -an as that
tiv incomollng he ow-rauemy htablit 6 mnluls- sbown in Figure Ga. The owe injection conditions wer

ing the usteeady heat Iaee in the ccmbumbor. An approach need for both Amulations, and the onl diflerence was the
muceamufly demmoimbtred by Langhcme and Hooper (19M) injcto lacation A pulsed injection sbateg uas emiployed
Involved hI IoIu'I secondary (prembied) fuel into the whereby injection was turned an -* when the condition
combustor. In this techniqueu. the control mYpokm use adi P.&'< 0 was mtded. Hwer, the subscript smi indicstee the
theal heat Islam to softdoi thcmoustic energy behoea in finse smmar location &a th1-ou. in Figure Is. bim method is
tbe sembumbor. They thweWdutha both Anedy end pu~lmd somewhat dm~ to that sued by Lolgbortms an ooe

meo dr fuelijection can remit in .3ective control at the (1969), althoughs in their case, a thee delay wee also
Insahility. They aim thowed that enchrease in the smx- employed. At prsenimulations f pulsed injection
heom available thrust l poesbis e cee the scoolle allws wi h atie delay have not been ca-rie out but will be
mbA" ocumbmdm at a hig4her ftel-ei ratio than poesble addrand in the taier..
without PA ciocutrol. Fuel modulation in male being studied
at NWC (e~g.,Uohulow at al.. 19M8) am a isomam hr controlling Figure 10&tou the premue fluctaton at the base of
Sh inmblilly. the slep wit pulsed madin injection at the loudspeaker inca-

In the hutsig we massinbei obtaie tie.do (Figure I*, locam tina). The -omIa' appears to be onl
Mehly eetIS e an" tWhe fluctation leve don wot decreame

-,--Ir #al injection a a 1ebo Boe. th ceady aod ~ mtybmtemabie iyhg e
sdd(Mdmf) fua htijekn we being studied. n, an 1umo 'aeltn m13 ppe in w th pr re high divin

hr. e loadoe bmbeenundam She P cm 4-- fud el e Imhjso-dmalo n ws Oaldrn
for lmaeftm. The bat locate. was at the bamea do stoeip at hmnaok

11 1 1 h Sv he loa atnk where doe lonispeaher was Figure 10b thowe the pubma commiltioes now used to
lo08ated (FIM411 Is, 11e . uijft hr the &@audit hetheth Wente prI~ Saljd Jst da of the dump plane (Furem

gomb, duoy (datow* 0*I a ammer rogon with typkwly Is. londeliest Na the came, the pressur fludaion actuafly
fie old PaenWe wanmd 6o smoda the ineakor). Aagim fa beghe e to tha a Is - dmer, to that ived durin a
injeetiem mm odeled at ddb leestion The =esnd location Type U bhambll. The euighe high-bmeyu occidio
mu JIM ~mn of the damp pion t he inle duct (IFigUre - 4peme sad the kwu'-haqucy, beu--@ g 1 osclation
1111 hld=eio %)., Mind niem hal njct (in the negative r -Mes. dimi to a Type n htbmmw appears The Game stucture
tion) sw medded. Note that, whn 1 end" fuel bs Wee detrt In shew th* aa lop t sae- ding a Type 3



instability. The typical flains stucture obsererd during the Idenified froma the sminulation relsub a umDal-enilitude.
low-frequency oscillation is shown in Figures 10c and 10d. high-frequencY intbil~ty and as brgs-MMMitud*. low-

The emits dmevbed hoyhidiatethatthecontol f fequsacy instability. Both types of instobility bae" been
Thpe resubl~ts udesrie sbeondiary tel thaetio the cntolt bee mperbimntally observed, and umany of the qualitative fesatres

succeemfull However, nk otett thaeft we othaer possbe. COQ- saa wthe the wricalycnaptie obsevtaiontls.eah od~
trol stilatqis that may succeed. The effect of varying Maud mn ihtempsnna bevtos
the Injection locations also needs to be addressed in more The daftdastoed durin the simulations ware then utilised
detail, to study active technique. to control the munsable prenssr

oscilehmto both acoustic fesback and secondary fuel
4ii Av.c eeld oType U Iuisblalty lagection contr -sstimo have been studied. The control

Thecoo ofa p~ ~study usin acoustic feedbackt demonstrated that control of
The onta o a Tpe 3 istablit udg seondry uel both types of insability can be accorpliolaed succemsofully.

hajection wvs studied using both eteady and pulsed injection. Furtheiueore bt was shown that the inuh~es could be
Figure Ila shows the prehmursi fluctuation at the bee" of the turned on and off. This capability can be used to shudy and
step with secondary steady f..l injection at location 5. In understand the transient VnProc- prior to the growth of the
this came, the secondary fuel injection is quitesumccessful In instablity. Both the control and recovery of the Type 11 in-
reducing the pressure osclilatlom in the combustor The stbltytk a reaivl loge tim peiod compard to the
peekto-peak pressure level drops from the original 50 pa- 7-p, I huabiliy Some effcko of varying the time delay
cent level to lem than 4 percen of the mean pressure. This is bewee the sensor and the control signal were also studied,
quite simlar to that observed during acoustic feedback con- andi it was show that control le possible for different choices

Wr~. The effect of secondary fue hajection on the flame pro- ofthe time delays. This is In qualitative agreement with
pegation is shown in a time sequence of the flame hi Figures prmtaobevins
bib through Ile. Theee figures (which cosreqiond to the
times shown hin Figure Ila) show that, initially, the secondary The effects of both steady end pulsed mecondary fuel
fuel injection hint the hot product region at the bees of the injection on the instability meschanimn were almo studied. For
stop cairss the formation of a new flame. However, due to the conditions studied so far, the Type I instability could not
flow recirculation behind the baee of the step, this flame cani- be successfully controlled. In fact, In one came, the Type 1
not propagate downsteam but eventually mergee with the instability shifts to the low-frequency, larg-amplitude TypeM
primary flamne at the Asp corner. An the control becomes 1 instability as a result of secondary fuel lnjmction. How-
effective, the flame no longer shows the characteristic ever. secondary fuel Injcton, both steady and pulsed, was
hooked-flame shap seen during a Type U instability. shown to be quite effective on the Type U instability. Uignl-

ficant reduction in the prnssrse fluctuaio lievels was
Figures 12a and 12b show, respectively, two simulations observed during pulsed injection upsteam In the inlet duct

with secondary fuel injection mqateam in the inlet duct. For and during Aseady injection at the been of the step. Remitst
the smaulation shown in Figure 12a, a steady injection mimil- obtained ma far using secondary fuel injection indicate that a
tar to that used for control described in Figure 11 was used. more careful parametric study is warranted to determine the
In thi case the control is not very effective; however, the mchaanism bay whuich the additional heat release affects the
pealk-to-peak pressure fluctuation level does decrease from otbiynae an.
the original 50 percent level to around 30 percent of the
mean pressure. A typical flame stucture observed during Further work is planned in addition to thesse control iii

thismunlation is shown In Figures 13a and 13b. dies to improve the simulation model by including the
Finlly Fiure12bsho. te pessre lucuaton ccu- sbirid model described earlier. The simulation of combus-rmaly, igue lb sowsthepresur flctutio ocur- UoticInstability In the full runajet will be carried out in thering during pulsed secondary fuel injection in the inlet duct. am uture, and~ control stategies will he studied for more

The hinection stategy was sinilar to that used for the Type I raitcflow conditions.
control study shown in Figure b0b. However, unlike that
case, this control systema is quite effective in controlling the ACKNOWIXGUMET
Tyrpe U instability, with the praessr fluctuation level again
decreesing to around 5 percent of the mean pressure. A typi-
cal flame structure observed during this controa b shown in This research is funded by the Office at Naval Research
Figure 13c. Figure 12b also shows the effect of switching off under C~osaaact No. N00014-90C-OW6 and monitored by
the fuel injection. The fluctation level quickly hicesemss to Dr. &ric Hendricks of the Applied Research and Technology
around 10 percent but them appears to level off However, Directorate. The computational resources were provided by
the simulation bes not been carried out far enough to deter- the National Aerodymamic, Simulator (NAN) at NASA Ames
mine V the Type U1 instability will reappear. Further shudy Research Center and are gratefully acknowledged.
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Figure 2. Typical cold flow field In a full ramijet engine
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ABSTRACT 2. TRHESMIULA720H MODWS.

A lage-ddysunleton ode hasbee deeloed o sudyThe smunlation model used In this stuy was developed

Aobsto lageednstablityin armodel has mbeen or A ve mod to s r through a series of numerical experiments starting with cold

comtbustiombunstaioit Is emloe r injeth com umeor. ca A ' flow studiee (Memo. and Jou, 1967, 1990a; Jou and Menon,

trat explcitl usetio the eloyauruedn'th nuamersedica s thee 1987, 1990) and cuhainiating in the simulation of combustion

gohatin equation.r Thsno nyeues the coa uhuett m putatona Instability (Menon and Jon, 1990b). The equations soived in

gfovrting cmaequation Tha modeonlytreduestaied tionalrt cm thi azdle the full compressible Navier-Stokes equations

Iekieticor bt a lsopae o a model wthe doentiaile finithe-rate unt formulated in the axasyrnmettic coordinate system. The rain-*

ofa kieatcs buteas cavoids the poterical mar n theombutont jet combustor modeled in these studies consists of an sxisynu-

insheablty reeans caued ban% numbena difumeionll Combuston metric inlet duct that is connected to an axisymnmetric: dump

Tw ye finstability Inte waet hasbered:n nunrcally smulatued. conbustor by a sudden expansion. A convergent-diver-gent

Two typres ofc instability aneosevd a unall-amplitude, lw noesle is attached downatreen of the combustor-. Figure 1

frequency Instability. Both rich instabilities have bee shows the typical ramnet configuration used in these studies.

experimentally obeerved and various computed flow features .ThNueiaMol
are in good qualitative agreement wit experimenta observe- 21Te unrca oe
tions. The information obtained from these simulations has To simulate the unsteady flow field in a raniJet combus-
been used to develop an active control strategy to suppress tor, the governing equations are solved subject to appropriate
the Instability. Control of both types of combustion Instabil- boundary conditions. For the flow of a viscous fluid over a
Ity was auccessfully achieved using the acoustic feedback solid surface, the no-slip conditions are applied along an
technique, and the control could be used to turn the instabil- adiabatic wall. On the centerline of the device. the symmetry
ity on and off. The presure fluctuation levels in the combus- conditions are applied for all variables. The inflow and out-
tar are significantly reduced when active control is used, flow boundaries are computational boundaries and the

number of independent boundary conditions was determined
1. INTRODUCTION from the local characteristics of the system of hyperbolic

Combustion instability in a rainJet engine is an extremely equations when viscous effects are neglected locally. On the
compex henmenn ivolingnonlnea Ineratios aong subsonic inflow boundary, there are three incoming charac-

acoustic waves, vortex motion and unsteady heat release. trsiscrepnigt h otct ae h nrp
Typiall, te Istailiy mnifstsItslf s alare-apliude wave and the tight-running acoustic wave. Therefore, three

Tpicalr oclyathe n insthbiltymanfessitself as a 104 lageamliud conditions were chosen by specifying the stagnation tempera-

pressur onscaillatyo in rlthedt low-freueincy rangeti waves8 and twoe, the stagnation pressure, and the local flow inclination.

Tis inmstabifitycurlate to ontrltudienth aco liustcdaes andth The characteristic variable carried by the outgoing charac-

prssthe mostciffclatiton rechonto.Wen crthea ampitud ofn reuthen tistic is determined by solving the pertinent decoupled inte-

prsystem oscillaunre aciher bcasome stritical limicane ruesuto in ior characteristic equation. Although this set of boundary

systigem falro ihr by causing an g b'ucstaralwhc damage duent conditions is physically reasonable, there is potentially an

ftige sork byteWAdc cansnga engi o longeestarw ichocuse dwhn- uncertainty in the specification of the stagnation pressure

sthea sok In thoe Itduc can no" longe besais epled down-m since, in unsteady flows, it would contain a contribution from

bow sock thea cokted inlet. Thtadis penomelled tof foma the time derivative of the velocity potential. The application

bowar ishokaea of the mo let. sT his peheniclpomleno anofngn of these boundary conditions implies certain "knpedance

ntared is deeopne o n th ostperaionas rehial* prbisne. Tiion-, conditions (Chu and Kovassnay, 1958). The characteristics

ineredcint yevelsn an maorreearcha poramne wasundT~ertaen, of the current impedance condition were examined by a

bon reent ears,~al majordm~o reerhpoatmL was7 Gudetvkent linserised analysis and the condition was proven to be of the

aoth 1xperbSmitahl (eg. Schadowd l, 1967;Serig;n Zukisrk damping type. Therefore, the pressure disturbances that

al,1969; Bed lth and, 1 u2osh) 196 t~lWand Zisraly(guick, 19 reach the Inflow boundary will not be amplified and thus the

1967; Hedg Jon al9Na,67) 0b Jod maeiandy MownCu~, 19690; computed self-sustained oscillations in the combustor are

Kaileausana as at., 1969), to ddernitie the mebiashi of the afsnrtd

combuston bsabi~lty. M~oe riocently, methods for eontrol- In a practical rmiet device, It has been noted that the
11"g thi istbility whon salve eomoi techniques are being Dlow oscillations downsteam of the shock in the Inlet diffuser
studied experimentafly (et.g. Gulat and Mani. 1990; may perticipate in the flow oscillations in the combustor
Leaghorme and Nooper, 1IM; Schadow et &L., 1900; Gulmark (Yang and Culick, 1965; Hogar and fta~bn, 1979). Thus, a
at &L, 1990). This Paper discusses a study of active control more specific upstream Imspedance condition for the ramiet
techalques udf ress-eddy simlations. eonfiuwaton would be the acoustic imspedance at the inlet

shock. To himplicitly obtain such a realisic condition, the

Swim 94sl4. Ms, AIAA.
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inlet noszle has been incorporated into the computational diffusion. This model is also preferable to models in which
domain and a new study has begun in which the inlet shock detailed fint-tate kinetics are considered. In finite-ate
will be captured as a pert of the solution. The results of this kinetics models, the numerical sinulations are presumed to
study will be reported elsewhere, compute the loca flame speed implicitly and thus the amount

of heat release. rince the flame speed depends upon the dis-considered nportan since any nouphysica bou ndary c ondi- sipation mechanisn in the flame ructure, this implies that
tconsthered cmpouldagenerae snynonpusio cal pboun agtig the internal structure of the flame mumt be resolved (Williams,
lion there could generate spmious uPotm Propagating 1985). However, this is not practically achievable, since in
acoustic waves in the combustor. This is speclly LES the number of grid points that can be used as lim by
a subsonic outflow boundary condition is used. In the ramjet the capacity of the computer aind therefore an adequate reso-
model simulated here, a convergent-dlvinent no-eI is lution of the flame structure is not possible. Furthermore, all
attached downstream of the or. This is s r to an numerical schemes have some form of artificial dissipation.
operating device conaguration. The flow through this nosale either built into the scheme or explicitly provided to stabilize
is choked and the outflow is supersonic. Since at supersonic the computations. Thus, the computsd flame structure and
outflow conditions all four characteristics ar- outgoing the the local fame speed are contaminated by the numerical dis-
boundary conditions mposed there will not affect the inte- sipation could in fac be completely overwhelmed by the
rit flow field. numnerical diffusion.

The numerical scheme used for the simulations is anexplcitfinte olue mtho basd o hfc~omacs tch-To circumvent this problem, a model for pr-emixed
iue. finite nolumericalmodl band t v ion Moc 's tudy chave combustion based on the thin-flame model (Williams, 1985;

beue. The numerical model and the validation "8y have Kerstein et &l., 1988) was incorporated (Menon and Jou,been dscrhe elsewhere (Mr on and Jou, 1987, 19w0). 1990b). In this model, the local turbulent flame speed sFTho schemep Isi artfcia r accurateon in spaed. and -otimend appears explicily and is determined as a function of the lam-
no explicit artificial dissipation is used. High-reolution in flame speed e4 and the local subgrid turbulence intensity
grids, typically 26x64, w ere used in all the simulations di o' using the renormalisation group (RNG) theory model of
cussed here. The grid lines were clustered In the critical Yekhot (1989). The effects of detailed chemical kinetics are
regions such as the inlet duct boundary layer and the contained in the laminar flame speed, and a progess variable
separa e shear layer where the length scale of the flow
features is expected to be small. Structures with length scales
of the order of the boundary layer thicknes can be resolved OG + .
by employing the current grid resolution. a- G -s, V

In a practical ramijet device, the Reynolds number of the where V is the fluid velocity, G I for the fuel mixture, and

flow is extremely high. A largo-eddy simulation (LES) of G = 0 for the combustion product.

such a flow would require a validated subgrid model. The turbulent flame speed %, is given by the RNG model
Subgrid models for compressible flows have just begun to be a
investigated. However, the validity of these models as
applied to complex flows has not yet been proven. There- 2 = exp [ ](2)
fore, in the present study, the simulations were performed for[I I'p
flows in a modert Reynods number range as the firt step Yakhot (1989) found that Equation (2) correlates quite well
towards understanding the physical processes involved. To with various experimental observations. The laminar flame
model the dissipative effects of the subgrld turbulence, a con- speed contains information on the chemical kinetics and the
sant eddy-viscosity model is employed. This eddy-viscosity molecular dissipation; once the local subgrid turbulence
is chosen to be the laminar dissipative coefficient at the intensity is determined, Equation (2) can be usd to find ce
reference temperature and can be viewed as a simple subgrid for a given fuel mixture.
model, as noted by Fersiger and Lslie (1979). Further
improvements to the subgrid model ae currently being car- The chemical heat release is a function of G and the
ried out. A subgrid eddy-viscosity model based on renormal- specific chemical energy of the fuel mixture. The chemical
isation group theory (Yakhot and Ormag, 1986) and a new energy of the mitur is included in the formulation by speci-
one-equation subgrld model ae currently being evaluated fying the specific enthalpy h of the mixture in the energ
and the results will be reported in the future. The latter equation as
model, which solve the sulpid kinetic energy equation, is
conidered more appropriate for the combustion model used
ber, as will be shown in the nmxt soction. Here, 4l is the hbe of formation of the premixed fuel, C, is

the specinc het of the mixture at conat presure, and Tis
U TmhmeC M m wodd the temperature. The heat of formation of the fu essentially

To si e eombustion Instability, an accurate ev o detnne the amount of beat released during combustion
.The chemilne he it releab is r n p earticluaro and thus is a function of the equivalence ratio for a giveno f t hea relea es a reqtiredependent t fuel The product temperature T, can be estimated for a

amount of be" Iem ad Ite tInm-desidet sa#tial ditri- given heat of formation for the fela by the relationbudon sau be computed. ib j I I combusin, the
amout of.boet . eles. e per uni length of the flame is deter- A/h OAP - TJ. (4)
miedby ithe heel flame seed sad by the specf cemcaeu ale b dable in the fuld, pavded th %e flam thicknsi where ro is tuel tomperstur at %be Ile. In the tnula-
-- ngy a e rad hu of W ro vature tk i dons, the combution product temperature Is initially speci-fied, and the beat of fremation detesmined frm Equs-

omae cn be trated as a dcontinuity and numerically cap- tion (4).
tured as a meered discolntiuiy s Ioe a the Important
physis,. msch so the amount of het release at the flam sheet, Due to the explicit appearance of th local ftame speed in
am be accurately cmputed. This cumbustion model is a Squason (1), the smounk of beat release does not depend on
good approimation in /1 . sioe In LII the large-ecae the computed Internal ou d e the flame. zven when
-ehesI .uurse we cempuatonally resolvable feature. numerical diffusion broadens the flame, te flame speed is
and the flume is only thickened by the a, ld turbulent not severely affected. The eect of nmerical broadening Is

2



shown In Figure 2. In a discontinuous flame model a = 0.05. For 0 =5, the product temperature T, was
(Figure 2a), the flawe propagates at a velocity up into the 1500 K, which corresponds approximnately to the product
mixture. Thwelrefoe the amount of fuel converted to product temperature of a methane-axr mixture at an equivalence ratio
is proportional to sirAU where At is the timemtep. When the of around 0.65 (Malts at a1., 1977). Alternatively, this could
flame is broadened by numerical diffusion, the uneared flame be interpreted as a type of premixed fuel that has a product
still propagatee into the fuel mixture with flame speed ug, and temperature of 1500 K at moasne mixture ratio. All system
the amount of fuel mixture converted to product is approxi- (geometrical) parametera much as N, Li, and L were held
mately the mama an in the discontinuous flame model, as can fixed for both simulations except for the area-ratio parameter
be men in Figure lb. The fact that the numerical flame Ai.teIA*, which was increased from 1.05 for the Type I in-
broedening baa only a emall effect on the amount of con- detaility simulation to 1.20 for the Type 11 simulation. This
vetted fuel mixture, and thus on the heat release, was deown.- was accoeplashed by reducing the noode throat are A*.
drated in an earlier paper (Menon and Jou, 1990b). This rembke in a decrease in the inlet mass flow rate and

To cmplte he ombstin mdeldesribd aovethe reduces the inlet mean flow velocity sk. by approximately 14
To cmplte he cmbutiomoel dsecribed abovethed percent. At present, the reason for the "hifIn the instability

gubgrid turbulence Intensity imset bese~e.Anntd mcanism from Type I to Type U instability when the mean
above, thise can be determined If a mabgrld model for the tur,- velocity is reduced In not entirely clear. A plausible explana-
bulent kinetic energy ia solved. Such a model is currently tion is that the efecive thermochemical parameter
under evaluation. For the present application, a uruforni a = ar/iW. = e/a,)increases when the mean inet velo-
value of the subgrid turbulent intensity in used, typically a city decreasee. In the earlier study (Menon and iou, 1990b)
few percent of the reference velocity. Some important physi- it was shown that when a was Increased for fixed mean flow
cal Properties, such as the spatial nonuniformity of subprid velocity, the Type II instability is excited. A similar
turbulence and its effect on the local flame speed and the behavio is observed here when o5 is increased from around
amount of heat release, are Dot included in the present model. 0.042 for the Type I instability to around 0.048 for the Type
However, as shown earlier (Menon and iou, 1990b), the U instability. This appears to indicate that a* may be a more
major qualitative interactions between the large-ecale vortex general thermochemilcal paramete than a. Further study is
structures and the combustion heat release have been capa- required to determine if this hypothesis is valid. In the fol-
tured by the present simulation model. The effect of nonuni- lowing sections, we describe some pertinent features of Type
form maubgid turbulence on combustion instability will be die- I and Type II combustion instabilities.
cussed elsewhere (Menon. 1991).

&. SIMULATIONM OF COMBUSTION INSTABIUTY M. Suall-Assplitude. HihFrequency Instability (Type 1)

The details of the simulation of combustion instability in a In Type I combustion instability, the pressure oscillations
runjt cmbutorwe dscrbedelswher (MnonandJou initially show a large-amplitude, low-frequency oscillation

1990b). The present focus is on active control of the numeri- hteetal eass htol ihfeunyocls

cally sinulated combustion instability. Before describing the -don remains. The peak-to-peak level of the high-frequency

control studies, however, some important features of the pressure fluctuation is around 15 percent of the mean pres-
comptedinsabiity e dscrbedin tis ecton.sure, as shown in Figure 3s. This was around three times
comptedinsabiity re escibe in hu ecton.higher than that observed in earlier cold flow studies (Menon

In general, combustion instability in a combustor depends and Jou, 1990s). Although the fluctuation level is small, it is
upon various parameters such as the system geometry, the by no means insignificant for a realistic ramjet combustor
flt,w perameters, the fuel type, and the equivalence ratio. In and may be sufficient to expel the inlet shock.
the earlier *- ly (Menon and iou, 1990b), in addition to the Flow visualisation showed that the shear layer separating
flow parameters (e~g., the Mach number Meand the Reynolds at the rearward-facing step rolls up into vortices; further
mnumber, Re) anid the geometrical parameters (e-g., Li, L, downstream these vortices undergo pairin as observed in
AJMaIA*; - Figure 1). two important thermochtemical earlier cold flow studlies. The flame front initially resides
parameters were Identified. One is 9 = TI/T., which is the along the high shear region in the shear layer, sand as the vor-
ratio of the product tesmperature to the stagnation temper- tax rollup/ pairing process occurs, the flame is entrained into
ture r.; the other it a = fer/%.,. which is the ratio of the the vortical structures. The typical flame structure and vorti-
characteristic flame speed to the characteristic reference city iSeld distribution for thi sirmulation is shown in Figure
velocity %u,.1 For a fixed fueal mixture, 9 can be related to the 3band 3c. For comparison, a flow visualization by Smith and
equivalence ratio #, and a can be related to the chemical uod(9)fr omx etb c bsininaw-
Wnkiei roe and the level of minkrid turbulence. The efcOf dimnsonal combustor is shown in Figure 3d. There in qual-
varying the geometrical perameter, the ratio between the Mative agrement between the numerical and experimental
Inlet anid t-roat wase 4 ,./A* and the thermiochemical -
parameters 0 asid * have bee. studied (Mlenon and Jou, observationis as discum~d in Motion and iou (1990b).
199Gb). In this section, tWo simulations will be described Classical considerationsus ing the Raylig criteria have
tha showed two dereaset types of cosbustion histability: a been used In pet "stuis (e4g., Starling and Zukosk, 1987;
emll-anplitude, high-firequsscy combvdlon intabllity (Type Hedge at &J., 1987) to demonstrate that, for Instability to
1) s&M a largs-euapfltude, law-f1requency eomustbeion instahil- occur, the unsteady fluctuations In heat releas should be in-
Mky (Type fl). both typee of katabillty have be=An oev ed in phase locally with the pressure fluctuations. A local Rayleigh
Various u~wmpasot uIse" (e~g., Smith MAd Zultosh. 1965; parameter &(W- 9) to defined such ta
Sketen sand ZukeeKl 1967; Ushadow at &1., 1967). The1
active seutrol of these holobilties will be the focus of this X Cal -1 OPI-S. 0A'( t (5)
pepe sad Is dIserbM In dhe ne section. r

fo both the shasitlosm distrimed bass, thre flow pasamne- wher 7TIs the time period and #'(s- t) arid p'(Wx t) are the
bers Dmash Ob the eeese Reynolde mi Ae adoth reference mateedy heat releas term and the pre-z fluctuation,

MAsch sumer were held head At Re = 10,000 and M - 0.32, respectIvely. When A(an is positive, them local amplification

sespoedively, bessed e0m Mh net udus diameter and the~ refer- 064135. When X(s)j is beeprated radially, omi obtains R(s),

ease veldty o at~ -W 10N r/sec. The thermochesnical which is the axmia variation of the Raylsigh pairameter.
parsaeter 8 sad a wee alo held fixed at 0 -5 and Alternatively, It R(a. t) Is Integrated In both the axial and
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radial directions, a volume-averaged parameter 1(t) is field in the combustor. Figure 6& show that there se two
obtained, which represents the time-dependent state of the time periods during which the combustion procem is stable.
combustion procem in the combustor. If 1(t) is further Again, this is due to a phase difference between the pressure
integrated in time, a global Rayleigh pairameter R * Is fluctuations and the unsteady heat release term a shown in
obtained. Figure Ga. However, unlike the Type I instability cas (Fig-

me 4a), the fluctuation in the hea release term appears to be
Both R(s) and 1(t) in the combustor were ealuaed for occurring at the some low frequency as the pressure fluctua-

this simulation. Figure 4& shows the time-dependent vai- tion. The spatial variation of the Rayleigh paramete,
tion of the volume-averaged Rayleigh parameter R(t) normal- R(s)/R', is shown in Figure Sb. As seen during the Type I
ied by Rt for two cycles of the high-frequency pressure instability (Figure 4b), the combustion process is highly
fluctuation. Also shown is the normaaised preure fluchis- unstable near the vortex impingeuent region in ;-e diffuser.
tion (App) at the base of the step for this simulation period. Figure Sb also shows that there is a region near the dump
Note that the curve for R(t)IR" has been rescaed by a fac- plane where the combustion process is locally stable. This is
tor to simplify compsarion. This figure shows that during the different from the case sen during Type I instability (Figure
high-frequency ocillat•ons there are periods of time when 4b) during which multiple regions with locally stable combus-
the combustion procem Is stable. If we imanme that the pres- tion are present in the combustor.
sure fluctuation shown in this figure is representative of the
volume-averaged unsteady pressure field (an watiptior. that 4. ACTIVE CONTROL OF COMBUSTION INSTABILITY
is strictly not valid since the amplitude of the high-frequency
oscillation is not a constant in the combustor), then to obtain Using the stored data for these two simulations, a new

the observed variation in the Rayleigh parameter, the study was initiated to investigate techniques for controlling

unsteady heat release term should have a variation as the instability. Experimentally, there are varioue approaches

sketched in Figure 4a. This indicates that the unsteady heat being considered. In general, active control srategies fall in

release fluctuations occur at a much higher frequency than three categories: control using acoustic feedback (e.g., Lang

the pressure fluctuation during the Type I instability. Figure at a1., 1987; Poinsot at &1., 1987; Gutmark at al., 19W0;

4b shows the axial vartiation of the Rayleigh parameter Schadow et al., 1990); control by unsteady modification of

R(z)/R* for the time period shown in Figure 4a. Although the inlet mass flow rate (e.g.,Bloxsidge et al., 1988); and con-

the combustion process is globally unstable, there are regions trol by manipulation of the unsteady heat release in the

in the combustor where it is locally stable. The combustion combustor (eg., Langhorne and Hooper, 1989). Each of

process is highly unstable in the diffuser region where the these methods has shown promise in laboratory tests. In this

vortices in the shear layer Impinge on the wall. paper, the focus of the numerical experiments is the study of
active control using acoustic feedback.

3-2 Larze-Ana -de, L-Frequency Iustability (Type 11) Active control through acoustic forcing was demonstrated

In Type II combustion instability, the pressure fluctua- earlier by Lang at &1. (1987) and Poinsot et al. (1987). The

tions show a large-amplitude, low-frequency oscillation with latter study showed that this technique provided the capabil-

peak-to-peak levels around So percent of the mean pressure, ity of turning the instability on or off at will, thereby provid-

ea shown in Figure $a. The oscillation rapidly reaches a ira- ing a means to study the transient behavior. It was also

king cycle mnd shows a type of pressure signature that is typi- shown that the power required for control was quite small

cal of what is observed during combustion instability. The and that control can be achieved over a wide range of phase

flame propagation is quite different from that observed dur- differences. This indicates that the control technique is not

ing Type I instability. A large hooked-flame structure prop- an anti-sound approach, which would have required a
agates through the combustor at a low frequency, and umci- specific phase relation. Recent studies at the Naval Weapons

ated with this flame is a large mushroom-shaped vortical Center (NWC), China Lake (eg., Schadow at al., 1990; Gut-

structure. The combined vortex/flame structure propag-tes mark At al.. 1990) have further demonstrated that acoustic

through the combustor at the sane low frequency. Spectral feedback control of the combustion instability in a ramet-

analysis showed that the dominant mode of oscillation is type configuration is possible. The present numerical

occurring at a frequency of around 166 Hs. The amplitude research is aimed at modeling a flow field similar to that

and phase of the pressure ocllaftion at various location in being experimentally studied at NWC.

the combustor was nearly the same, indicating that this pres- A typical acoustic feedback system used in the experi-
sure oscillation is similar to the bulk-mode oscillation ments involves a loudspeaker/microphone system in the
observed in some experiments. active control loop. In this technique, the pressure signal is

The typical flame tructure and the vorticity field wm sensed at some chosen location using a microphone (or a

shown in Figures Sb and Sc. For comparison, the eipirimn- pressure transducer). The signal is analysed, phase-shifted,
tal visualisation of 1mith sad Zukodld (1965) is show. in and amplified, and then fed back at some other chosen loca-

Figure Sd. Further analysis was carried out by Menon and tion using a loudspeker (see Figure 1). If the control signal
Jou (1990b), and it was shown there that many chracteri- fromn the loudspeaker destructively bItrfer with the pres-

tics of this Type II combustion Istability, such as the pros- aem oscillation in the combustor, then the oscillations will

sure sad velocity fluctuation levels, the phase relation become damped, thereby achieving control of the instability.

between the premure and velocity fluctuations, and various Here, a sdmlar technique has been studied numerically.

features of the vortex/flaime ructum pr gation, qualita-
v•ey areed with experimental observations. 4.1 Actve • rofType I h i

The Rayleigh ateri f1r this instability was also cem- Before implementing the active control method, the

puted. Figure as shows the variation of R()/R2 'A the offect or direct acoustic forcing was studied. Spectral

premium fluctuaion al the dump plane for a period of the analysis showed that the high-frequency pressre oscillation

low-frequency eseflistiom. During the Type U Instability, the for the Type I instability occurred at a frequency of I65 Ha.

Pre amm mnplitude isnw thesme truhoutthe cymbus- Using this information, the simulation was restarted at an

tor and thm t pe s fluctueation ioun F M 66 can earlier time and a small region at the boew at the stop w

be emddre to ers Nt the volume- Maged pressure modeled as a loudspeaker (ase Figure 1). This loudspeaker
was then forced & a fixed fequency of.1 S H&so that the
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acoustic pressure generated by the speaker could be modeled there may be a range of time dela;rs for which control of the
Ms instability is poesible. A similar observation was made in an

SA mn (t) (6) study at NWC by ichadow ot al. (1990). They
showed that, in their test rig the control was moet effective

where A is the amplitude and w is the frequency. The ampli- within a specific phase range of 260430 degrees. In the
tide was chosen to be 5 percent of the mean pressure. The present study, mare simulations ae neccesoary to determine
acoustic velocity generated by this fluctuation was detae If a similar phase range exists for control effectiveness.
mined by the relation a' = p'/pe. where p is the unper- In the experimental studies at NWC, the sensor (micro-
turbed density and e is the speed of sound. The results of phone) was located approximately one step height down-
this study (not shown here) showed that the oscillation level stream of the dump plane due to the restrictions impoeed by
was not reduced; in fact, the forcing restlted in a small the test rig configurstion. To numerically determine the
increase in the peak-to-pesk fluctuatiop levels. Thus, it effoct of sensor location on the control effectiveness, another
appeared that this open-loop control approach was not effec- simulation was performed with the sensor located one step
tive for this type of instabilty. height downstream of the dump plane a. in the experiments

For the clmedloop control study, a location near the (location c, Figure 1). Figure 7d shows the pressure ,ib.el at
downstream diffuser wall was chosen as the microphone (sen- the dump plane for this simulation. The time-delay used for
sor) location (location b, Figure 1). The unsteady pressure this simulation was the sene as in the simulation shown in
signal at this location, P,., was used to force the Figure Ic. Although the prseeure fluctuation level drops from
loudspeaker uing the relation the 15 percent uncontrolled level to around 5 percent of the

= - 4Pmi" (7) mean pressure, comparison between Figures 7c and 7d shows
that for the chosen time-delay, the control with the sensor

' close to the loudspeaker was lee effective than when the sen-
where the gain Ch was defined as Ge = At and As s o er was located in the diffuser. Crone correlation between the
constant. Also, ;is the mean presure and t u. original pressure signals from the dump plane and a step
and mw indicate the loudspeaker and the microphone, height downstream showed that the peak positive correlation

respectively. If the snor signal is of the form given by occurs around v/T= 0.03 and, for the time-delay choesen forEquation (6), then Equation (s) the plier that this simulation, the correlation coefficient was still positive.
epqa = G ain(u, + t),when quis 1 (0 degrees. The relatively weaker control of the pressure fluctuation

shown in Figure 7d appears to indicate that negative correla-

Figure 7a shows the original pressure signal near the base tion maybe required for effective control.
of the step, and Figure 7b shows the pressure signal using To further evaluate this hypothesis, another simulation
active control with A. = 1. It appears that the 180-degree with a new time-delay of around r/T= 0.3 was performed.
phase shift control signal has only a smnal effect on the high- w .this ti. .delay oreaton coT=f0.enwas performe.
frequency oscillation. This was not very surprising since For this time-delay, the correlation coefficient as negative.
cross-correlation analysis of the pressure signals from the Figure 7d shows the pressure signal for this case. Coma -
dump plane and the diffuser location showed that the pree- parisonth figue hows that prths tim e a
sure field was not in-pbase in the combustor and that the better control of the high-ftreqency pressuro fluctuation is
time-delay for peak positive correlation was around achieved, with the peak-to-peak level dropping to less than 5
r/T= 0.476, whem T is the time period for the dominant percent of the mean pressure, as wa seen in Figure 7c.

oscillation frequency. The 180-degree phase-shifted signal Flow visualiation of the flame propagation during active
corresponds to a time-delay of r/T= 0.5, which is close to control showed that the flame structure does not change in
the time-delay for peak correlation. Tc =xpliitly account for any significant manner from the structure men in the uncon-
the effect of time-delay in the control system, a new control trolled case (Figure 3b). Spectral analysis of the pressure
signal was chosen so that fluctuation in the combustor showed that as the control

p"'( = e pi'(t-v) (8) become. effective, the dominant frequency increases from
935 Hs to around 1 kWs. When the control is turned off, the

where r is the specified tine-delay between the signal frequency drops back to the original value.
recorded by the microphone and the control signal used to
drive the loudspeaker. In the smulations, the time-delay r/ T 4.2 Active Control of Type I3 Insftility
is specified prior to Initiation of the active control. At
present, a systematic study of the effect of varying the me- TypThe active control stratp employed for the control of
delay (or phase) has not been carried out. However, some Type I instability was then applred to the Type fo instablity.
effects of vayn the time delay have beeni investigated, and Cros-correlstion between the pressure sinals frome the dump
the reults of thew tlatiome diea used belowe plane and the diffster location b showed that there is negligi-

ble time-delay between the two signals. Further analysis also

Figure Ic @bows the pressue signal at the dump plan showed that the pressur field is nearly in-phase everywhere
with a tkno-deay r/T= 0.15 wed for the active control. In in the conbustor. Thus, it was expected that the control sig-
this case, the MonMo Is qute afoetlve, with peek-to-peak nal as defined by Equation (7) should be effective. Figure Ba
preIsere fluctuhtios dopp1ig from 15 percent of the mean shows the pressure signal with no control, and Figure Sb
preemuie w the vmicolrled eae to wound 4 percent of the shows the corresponding pressure signal with the active con-

ean pImure. This flus-e also show th effect of turning trol system turned on. The constant A, for this simulation
off the eonIlJ at a ser stage. The presure fluctuation was 0.2. It is clear that the control used for this came was
quickly movers to the levels observed earler with no con- quits effective In reducing the pressure fluctuation levels. In
tIn1. Cmro e- - 1timk of IbM unconrolled (miginal) pressure fact, the peak-to-peek level of osclladon, which was around
signatuom b11o thM d1lMor and the dump plan locations 50 percent of the mean presure for the uncontrolled case
showed tha peek netive Cowelatikn occurs aound (Figure 8a), is now reduced to ahnost 4 percent (Figure 8b),
r/2 0. O0S. For the 111M deAy used here r/T= 0.15, the which is about the mue level as was achieved for the Type I
comeltiom eofficlst Is illM alve. This mqsgest. that, for intsbility. As sen in the figure, the control dos take a cer-
s choseen tim-delay, I the *Aolaticem Coefficient is negative, tain amount of time to become effective. The effect of turn-
then the control may be e*tctve. This would imply that ifg off the control is demonstrated in Figure Sc, which shows
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the pressure signal after the control signal was turned off at as the acoustic wave motion, interaction between the large
the end of the simulation shown in Figure 8b. Although it eddies, and combustion and unsteady heat ralese during
takes a finite amount of time, the Type I instability returns. premixed fuel combustion in a ramjet. The combustion

The propagation of the vortex/flamne structure seen in the model used for the simulations explicitly incorporates the
local turbulent flame speed and avoids the erroneous numeri-unontrolled fa e (Figure nb) is as Chapnged drasticaloy, cal heat release that would occur in a finite-rate chemistry

obwerved durfl the Type I Instability simulation (Figure tb). model, while attempting to resolve the internal structure of
o r dupical ringstructurein the Tp omnstbusity si ulaingon(grel o. the flame. Two types of combustion instability have been
A typical flame tucture in the o ombstor during control of identified from the simulation results: a smna-mplitude,
the Type H I tablity is shown in Figure d. high-frequency instability and a large-amplitude, low-

Spectral analysis of the pressure fluctuation in the combus- frequency instability. Both types of instability have been
tor both with and without active control (Figures Sb and Sc, experimentally observed and many of the qualitative features
respectively) was carried out. When the control is first of the numerically computed instabilities are in good agree-
turned on, the dominant 166 Ha scillation frequency ment with the experinental observations.
increases to 175 Ha, but as the control becomes effective and The data stored during the simulations was then utilised

fluctuation at aron level dropes, only a high-frequency to study active control techniques to control the unstable
tuation frequency during active control was als obifled pressure oscillations. The frst phase of this study involved
tuationg frolqfuen y pe i ai a ctivecontrolwasalso observed the application of acoustic feedback control techniques. It
during control of the Type I simulation described in Section has been demonstrated here that active control of both types
4.1. When the control is turned off, the dominant frequency
begins to decrease and the amplitude increases until finally of instability can be accomplished by such a technique.

only the low-requency, high-mnplitude oscillation remains. Furthermore, it was shown that the instabilities could be
turned on and off. This capability can be used to study and

To determine if the finite time required for the control to understand the tranient process prior to the growth of the
become effective can be reduced, the control of Type II instability. Both the control and recovery of the Type II in-
instability was initiated at newly the beginning of the growth stability take relatively a much longer time period as corn-
of the Type 1 instability (see Figure Sa). Figure 9a shows pared to the Type I instability. Some effects of varying the
the result of this simulation. Although the peak preesure level time-delay between the sensor and control signal was also
that is reached in the first cycle is lower than what was studied and it was shown that control is poesible for different
observed in the earlier simulation (Figure 8b), the control still chokes of the time delays. This is in qualitative agreement
takes nearly the osme amount of time to become effective, with experimental observations.
Also shown in this figure are two other (partial) simulations Further work is planned to study the effect of time delay
with increasing value of the gain parameter A.. Increase in Furt is plannedoto std th efetofe delAIessentially tran~sltes to an increase In the power usd to on acoustic feedback control and to exlore another
A,drisentil translates to aincesein the wer us to approach to actively control the instability by using unsteady,
drive the loudspeaker. The simulations show that when A. is secondary fuel injection. Also, as mentioned earlier, the
increased the peak pressure that is reached in the first oscila- local turbulent flame speed in the present combustion model
tion decreases and the control becomes more effective, used only a constant value for the subgrid turbulence inten-

The time variation of the Rayleigh parameter and the sity. To study more realistic cases, a subgrid model based on
pressure fluctuation at the dump plane is shown in Figure 9b the solution of the subgrid turbulent kinetic energy has been
for a portion of the active control simulation described in incorporated. This model will be used to take into account
Figure 9& (with As = 0.2). The Rayleigh parameter indicates the nonuniformity of the turbulent fluctuations in the subgrid
that the oscillation is very unstable during the early period of scales, and then used to determine the local turbulent flame
the control but that as the control becomes effective, the speed.
Rayleigh parameter becomes very small and the combustion
process approaches stable operation. ACKN1OWLEDGmE1NT
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Figure 3. Typical flow features observed during Type I combustion instability (cont.)
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